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WRIGHT CONGRATULATED — Pictured
receising congratulations from Charles
Fleer, executive director of the Memphis
and Shelby County Neighborhood Youth
Corps is James Wright who was recently
"The South's Independent Weekly"
Merchants Who Advertise In The TRI-STATE DEFENDER Are Telling You
They Appreciate Doing Business With You. Patronize Them
MEMPHIS, TENNESSEE SATURDAY, NOVEMBER 13. 1963
promoted to the position of Deputy Di-
rector for the Neighborhood Youth Corps.
Mr, Wright has been associated with the
organization since its beginning in Memphis.
James Wright Named
NYC Deputy Director
Promotion of a local Negro in Tipton County, Tennessee.
in the Memphis 'anti-poverty Mr. Wright is the son of
war was announced recently by well-known business and civic
Charles H. Fleer. Executive leader, Robert Wright. The
Director of the Memphis and young Mr. Wright is 38 years
Shelby County Neighborhood old, married and the father
Youth Corps, of two children. He resides ,
, Mr. Fleer presented the name with his family at 679 Mare-
of James L. Wright as his De-lchalneil. He is a product of
puty Director for the Neighbor-
hood Youth Corps.
Mr. Wright has been associat-
ed with the Neighborhood
Youth Corps since its beginning
in Memphis. His position was
that of Director of Education.
In this capacity he supervised
the work-training program of
some 350 Youth Corps enroll-
Mr. Wright went to the NYC
from his position as a teacher
ANKlondike School. He had
• connected with the Mem-
phis School System for 16
years, having also taught at
Carver High School, and serv-
ed as a principal for one year
Church Sets
Fall Fashion
Show And Tea
Tea. and Fall Fashion Show
will be held at Mt. Olive CME
Cathedral Sunday, November
14 from 4 to 6 p.m., in the
Church Dining Room. The af-
fair is being sponsored by the
Usher Board.
The general public is cor-
dially invited to attend.
Guest models alone with
models from the Usher Board
will present their fall fashions.
Rev. T. C. Lightfoot. pastor;
Vaness Brown, chairman.
tbe Memphis public schools,
and holds a bachelor's and
master's degree from Tennes-
see A. & I. State University.
Mr. Wright's new duties will
embrace expanded work with
the NYC enrollees in all
phases o f their activities,
throughout the year.
Detroit Pastor Will
Speak Here Sunday
Annual Woman's Day will be
observed at the 100-year-old
First Baptist Church, Lauder.'
dale on Sunday, Nov. 14, at
3 p.m., and the guest speaker
DR. A. A. BANKS
Baskerville Enters
Race For Alderman
will be Dr. A. A. Banks, Pas-
tor of the 4,800-member Sec-
ond Baptist church in Detroit.
The women of the church are
presenting Dr. Banks as their
Centennial speaker in a series
of events closing out the 100th
anniversary of First Baptist
Lauderdale.
A banquet at Hotel Chisca on
Friday night, Nov. 19, will tea-
lure Ambassador James M.
Nabrit, who is presently on
leave from his position as presi-
dent of Howard University. He
was appointed to the United
Nations by President Lyndon
B. Johnson.
The ambassador is the broth-
er of Dr. Il. Clarke Nabrit, pas-
tor of First Baptist Lauder-
dale.
The women of the church:
will be in charge of services
on Sunday, and former mem-
bers residing in other states
will be honored guests for servi-
11111111111
IN THE SPOTLIGHT— These five girls
have one goal in mind: to wear the crown
of "Miss Social Belle" for 1965. From left,
looking over last year's souvenir booklet,
age •
SEEKING IIER CROWN — Three contes-
tants have their eyes on the crown Miss
Carla Allen is wearing as the first "Miss
Social Belle" in the contest sponsored
by the Memphis branch of the NAACP.
Patient Shoots Wife
And Kills Himself
are Misses Rul” Jeane Bell, Rosalyn
Willis and Bettie McNeal. Standing in bark
are Misses Sandra Evette Yarbrough and
Phyllis LaVerne Ross (Withers Photos)
I According to police, an argu-ment started between Paige
i
, , and Lawrence H. Carlton, 11,
„Ai of 1110 S. Somerville. Carlton
r) reportedly pulled Paige's glass-
sec 1 es off and crushed them in his
hand, and then struck the vic-
tim with his fist while both
were standing on the front
porch of the home where the
' party was being held.
1 While the two were still strug-
igling together. Williams came lene, eight.
from off the street anti stabbed Pollee were told that Mr.
Paige in the lower left Ado- Bentley. had become despond-
men, ent after remaining in the hos-
Paige and his friends start- pital for a long time and not
ed running north on Bella, with recovering from an undisclosed
the rival gang in pursuit. The ailment,
youth pulled a pistol from his Mrs. Bentley's condition was
pocket and fired one shot, satisfactory on Monday at
which hit Williams in the low. John Gaston hospital.
Ogt
Standing in back, from left, are Misses
Ethel Johnson, Phyllis LaVerne Ross and
Vera Wright. The coronation ball is to be
held on Friday night, Nov. 19.
brit, is scheduled to give the
The pastor, Rev. C. Na $450 In Prizes To Be Awardedces.
regular morning message on
Sunday.
HOWARD GRADUATE 6 •
Dr. Banks went to the Pa'
!orate of Second Baptist Church 
in Detroit in 1947. Ile Is at 
graduate of the Howard Uni-
Citizens of Humboldt, Tenn., .son Alumni chapter of Kappa , versity School of Religion,
will have an opportunity to elect Alpha Psi fraternity and is a Where he received both his mas-
a Negro as an alderman when member of the board of direc- 
• • •
they go to the polls on Thurs-
day, Dec. 2.
The aldermanic candidate is
William 11. Baskerville, an in-
surance salesman and mana-
ger of the Rawls-Baskerville
Funeral home.
Mr. Baskerville is chairman
of 'the Trustee Board of St.
James 'Baptist church and a entered the aldermanic race.
co-owner of the Bryson- Basker-
vre Service station.
attended the public schools
o ipton County and served for
four and a half years in the
Army during World War II. !
The candidate attended Ten•'
nessee A & I State university
and received the degree in mor-
tuary science at Gupton-Jones
College of Mortuary Science in
Nashville.
LODGE LEADER
Mr. Baskerville is also ex-
alted ruler of the W.J.O. Lee
Elks Lodge No. 1290, president
of the Middle West Tennessee
Funeral Directors Association
and member of the State and
National Funeral Directors
and MorticIan.s Association.
Some $450 in prize money
will b i the to three
contestants and their sponsoring
organizations when the second
tors of the Gillespie Day Care ter S and nacneior 01 aivinity annual ball for the coronation daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Gil. Miss McNeal is the daughter Rev. Higgins, the pastor ofcenter. degrees. Ile was granted an Elects Negro
Minister Says Story Of
Handcuffs Is Not True
Baptist Convention 1960-64, vice
president of the Detroit Coun-
cil of Churches, a board mem-
ber of the latter organization
and belongs to the Urban
League and the Michigan State
Civil Rights Commissio.
Dr. Banks has traveled ex-
tensively throughout the Mid-
dle East, Europe, Africa, South
and Central . America and
Mexico.
He will be honored during a
coffee hour to be held in the
fellowship hall of the church
on Saturday night, Nov. 13
from 7 to 9 p.m.-
Mrs. Eva Tillman is chair-
He also belongs to the Jack- W. H. BASKERVILL‘ man of the observance.
His wife is the former Mistehonorary doctor of divinity de. OlgaVern Donald. They are the
gree by the Arkansas Baptistparents of three boys and one
girl. 
college.Humboldt will elect a mayor He was president of the
and its aldermen on the same
Michigan State Missionaryday. Some 12 candidates have
of "Miss Social Belle" is pre-
Miss Social Belle Ball
Memphis State university and
an active member of the
NAACP Youth Council.
A senior at Memphis State,
university, Miss Ross is the(
'ham Jarmon of 2025 Kellner'
sented at Club Paradise on circle. A health and physical , Neal and a junior at LeMoynel and an official in the Neigh- Co m m 1 ss i o ne rFriday night, Nov. 19, begin- education major, her hobbies college where she is majorini borhood You Corps, said that
nine at 9 p.m. ;are creative dancing, tennis, in elementary education. Thehe did not show the officer a DAYTONA BEACH, Fla. —
"Miss Social Belle" and her swimming and gymnastics. family lives at 792 Tampa and card and a badge, and that he Daytona Beach electors made
sponsoring organization will She is a member of the belongs to the Evangelist Bap- was not handcuffed at any- political history for that Florida.
receive $100 each. The first al- tist church, time, town when they elected Jamesternate and her sponsor will be She is an active member of C h i e f Probation Officer Huger of Zone 6, and Mrs.awarded $75 each, while the the Intercollegiate chapter of Claude Pearson said that the • ,
second alternate and her spon-
Young Democrats, the Intercol-
legiate chapter of the NAACP
and the Shelby Democratic
U""
'cr left side, inflicting only a
Teenager Dies superficiali vt(;iirZli HEDGES
It was while he was fleeing
After Stabbing frreoamhzet hde rtihvaatl gang,he hadthat Pt=[ stabbed, and William Harold
tWdoodhias, 
aid and 
oalhd140h2idWhiltsmonhceahtmade
In Gang Fight
A 17-year-old boy lost his life 
shortfront
o f
916meBelhlaedrte.spainigethdetedfroa
in a gang fight last Friday
night, and a Kennedy VA hos-
pital patient shot and seriously
wounded his wife on Saturday
I morning before taking his own Gaston hospital for treatment
of the bullet wound and con-fhiefemein a rear room of their fined to the prison ward.
Willie Paige, who lived at Williams, who is in satisfac-
- 1410 Hemlock, died behind a `°r-'5 condition, will be chargeding his re-
fatally stabbed by Leepear 
clump of hedges after he was with murder followlease from the hospital.
Police said the stabbing grewWilliams, 19, of 355 Ilernando l 
st 
out of an eltereation two weeks
. I ago during a party on Beech-After shooting his . 1Aifeh,e Ntsr.os: wood,
when the boys started
'Willie Mae Bentley t 
n 
t
I mach, Martin Bentley, Jr., 47, an argument about a girl.
of 1267 N. Thomas st., ran into ACCUSED WIFE
!a back room of the house and Martin Bentley, Jr., was
killed himself with a single shot home on weekend from Ken-
in the center of the chest. nedy VA hospital when he and
• Young Paige was stabbed a- his wife got into an argument
bout 9 p.m. after an argument which resulted in his shooting
her and killing himself with thedeveloped over members of ant
other gang wanting to crash 011131C weapon.
house party that was being Martin III, the couple's II-
held at 992 Bella Pl year-old son, told police that
his mother fixed breakfast and
when she brought her husband
his food on a tray, he accused
her of trying to poison him.
The child said his parents
also argued about clothing be-
fore Mr. Bentley got the pis-
tol at 10 a.m, and shot his wife.
He then ran to the back room
and killed himself.
Also in the house at the time
were the couple's other two
children, Diane, nine - and Dar-
Judge Kenneth Turner ex-, Judge Turner said it was
pressed his regret on NIondayi Rev. Higgins' concern for 0th-
that a warrant was issued for, era that led to his difficulty
the arrest of Rev. S. L. Big- with the Court in the first
gins, an auxiliary probation place.
officer, for failing to appear ml Be said the minister co-sign-
a case involving child supported for someone ordered to Pay
for someone else, child support, and that when
At the same time, Judge Tur- the person failed to make the
ner explained that the incident Proper remittance, Rev. Hig-
was the result of a misunder- gins was summoned as a wit-
standing, as Rev. Higgins had ness.
called Juvenile Court and had When a probation officer fail-
informed a probation officer ed to pass the telephone mes-
,that he would not be able to sage from the minister on to
get to court as he was attend- the personnel in the child sup-
ing a church meeting in Arkan- Port division, a routine attach-
sas. ,ment was issued for his failing
; Rev, Higgins objected to a to answer the summons,
Published report that officers The charge against Rev. Nig-
- came to his home and that he gins was dismissed by Judge
attempted to influence them by Turner and his credentials as
NAACP Youth Council and theldisplaying a badge and a card, an auxiliary officer of the
MYF at Centenary Methodist' and that while his arms were court restored to him.
church. Her hobbies are sew- outstretched an officer clamped 
log, dancing and listening to, handcuffs on him and took him r%aytona Beacrecords. uh:into custody.
of Rev. and Mrs. Wardell Me-Coleman Chapel CME church
A trip to the annual conven• Miv Wright is the daughter are Mr. and Mrs. Lundy James
tion of the NAACP, to be held of Mr. and Mrs. Dan Wright Yarbrough of 2121 Rayner,
next year in Los Angeles from of 4769 West Union rd. in Mil-' She is a senior at Hamilton
July 4-9 will be given to "Miss lington. She is a social science. High school where she is !veal-
Social Belle." major at, Memphis State uni- dent of the Co-Delites, an ND-
The winner of the first con- versity, Kappa Sweetheart for CCsponsor. a guidance staff
test is Miss Carla Allen, a stu- 1965-66 and has been a modeLimember and a Student Council
dent at Memphis State Univer- Her hobbies include typing and'representative.
sity. creative dancing. I She is a member of Emmen-
The 14-year
-old daughter of, tiel Episcopal church. Her hob-
State Representative and Mrs,
 are cooking and sewing.
A. W. Willis, Miss Rosalyn! A 1965 graduate of Carver
Willis lives at 881 Mississippi
blvd. with her parents. She is
a sophomore at Hamilton High
school and a member of the
Kings and Queens club.
She is a member of the
Seven other girls seeking the
title for 1965 are pictured this
week.
They are Misses Ethel John-
son, Phyllis Laverne Ross,
Vera Wright, Ruby Jean Bell,
Rosalyn Willis, Reizie McNeal
and Sandra Evette Yarbrough.
Miss Johnson is a student at
time later.
Following an investigation,
officers arrested Williams,
he was carried to John
-..singerclub. She was an alternate to the NAACP and her hobby is statement was attributed to
him, but that he did not make 
Zone 2, as city commissioners.sor will be presented cash a- the Kappa Alpha Psi sweetheart, bowling.
in 1963-64. The precedent breakin,1 raceswards of $50 each. I Miss Yarbrough's parents such a report.
It was speculated that the 
on sex and color came when
one at the
-Court, and that dur- over his 3,773.
bent Stanley Mass with 6,722
Mrs. Risinger thumped incum-
rumor was fabricated by some-
ing his rounds, a reporter was
given the statement as a fact. 
Huger, business manager of
i Bethune•Cookinan College had aBoth Judge Turner and Mr. tougher time with his opponent
Pearson said they had heard James McGarity. but pulled Ole
the story about the handcuffs win out with 5,544 votes over
and the card and the badge, MeGarity'x 4,725. and became
but they did not know how it the first Negro to hold the post.
was started. In the primary election, two
ONE OF THE REST weeks ago, Huger polled a 2 to
High school, Miss Ruby Jeane "We think very highly of I decided victory and the touch
Bell is the daughter of Mr. and Rev. Higgins," Judge Turner and go vote fight with McGarity
Mrs. Ilenry Bell 01 105 W. Utah, said, "and we regret that he WAS II surprise.
She plans to attend nursing was embarrassed in this man- However, Huger's Tome pre-
school. Her hobbies include tier. He is one of our best auxi- cinet — SF — made the vie-
sewing bowling and reading, diary probatton officers." tory official.
kage 2
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DEFENDER --
Klansman Is Balky
On HUAC Fire Quiz
By DANIEL RAPOPORT
WASHINGTON — (UPI) —
A Georgia trock driver invoked
the fifth amendment when ask-
ed whether he knew of a 1958
Ku Klux Klan meeting where
a proposal to Iwo schools was
discussed.
Robert L. Bing, 39, of Stock.
PERSON . . . Visiting his par- bridge. Ga., pleaded his coma-
ents recently was Airman Third tutional right and refused to ,an-
Class Winston A. Person, son of swer questioni at a bearing by
Mr. and Mrs. Norman Person. the House Committee on Un-
of Orgill. Airman Person came American Activities.
here from Shepherd Air Force, According to the committee,
Base in Wichita Falls, Texas the 1958 meeting took place et
but is now In France. He is 10he Henry Grady Hotel in et -
teletype operator with his out-Janta. The Klansmen allegedly
fit. tdiscussed whether schools
AIRMAN 3/c WINSTON A.
midsouith
Glass co.
INCORPORATED.
1852 So. Bellevue Ph 948-6614
should be burned in event of
integration.
Bing also refused to answer
questions about an ultra-secret
Klan group in Clayton County,
Ga., known as The White
Band." whose purpose sup-
posedly was to "take action
against Negroes and others in
the community."
Among the questions Bing re-
fused to answer about the 1958
meeting was whether some
persons dropped out of the Klan
as a result of the discussion.
The committee gave no indi-
cation that any school was
burned.
..Bing was identified as the
Exalted Cyclops, or Chief OM
cer, of Clayton County Klavern
No. 51, a Georgia Klan unit
that allegedly trains Klansmen
in terrorist activities.
Demolition de monst r a -
tions were given at a farm in
Henry County owned by Bing,
committee investigators have
charged.
Bing also refused to say
whether he obtained dynamite
and other explosives and whet-
her he carried pistols on his
person.
T h e House investigators
charged also that the president
of the Clayton Civic Club, alleg-
ed "cover" for Klavern No. 52,
told the Internal Revenue Serv-
ice that the club existed solely
fer the purpose of helping the
sick and needy.
A Committee investigator
said Fred Hand, president of
the club, told an IRS agent
last August that the club had
BS members "and that its sole
purpose was to help the needy
when they are down and out."
The information was disclos-
ed during an appearance before
the committee by Jimmy W.
Wells, identified as vice presi-
dent of the club and secretary
of the Klan Klavern that the
club was shielding.
Wells, like all other witness-
es identified as Klansmen be-
fore him, invoked the fifth
amendment against 01111;ible
self-incrimination and refused
to answer any questions.
A WEDDING PRESENT
PLYMOUTH, England — (U-
PI)— Ninety-six tins of beans
and a can-opener were given
this weekend to the newlyweds,
Peter Swann and Jenny Cowie,
both 21, from their fellow
students at a college here.
Ace Appliatice Mid-South's Oldest and Largest Exclusive RCA Victor Dealer
ENJOY COLOR ON ALL 3 MAJOR
TV NETWORKS THIS FALL 06.
enjoy performanco-proyed
RCA VICTOR mewed @CT:21 TV
SWIVEL COLOR TV COMPACT COLONIAL Thrill to vivid, true-to-life Color!
11•1
XINAMIIII
sr wvii iarrave
RCA VICTOR Ni7vMstc:
COLOR- TV
• RCA Solid Copper Circuits
• Glar•proof RCA Hi-Urt TUBE
• Super-powerful MOM-volt chassis
• RCA Automatic Color Pt/After
RCA VICTOR ArewTista
COLOR TV
• RCA Solid Copper Circuits
• Glare-proof RCA Hi-Lrrt Tun
• Super-powerful 25,030-volt chassis
• RCA Automate Color Punter
m•IPSII
cosi*
21* *a* Ie... m.o.,
21" TUBE*COLOR TV
• Now RCA H; Life Color Take
• RCA Solid Copper Circuits
• Super Powerful 25.000 Volt New Vista Color
• RCA Automatic Color Purifier
s5299"5099"45995
TABLE-TOP COLOR TV
Two l•NOII
IR S... I,.
.0.01 Crewel
•• 
RCA VICTOR
•New Vista
COLOR TV 349"
RCA VICTOR lan
5.• UTICA
VOCIlL S•11••
EXTRA-SPECIAL STEREO VALUE
Total Sound Solid State stereo Phonograph 95with two 9" oval duo-cone speakers and two
31/2 tweeters for dimensional sound Solid
State stereo amplifier is cool-operating—no
tubes—no tube replacement or heat problems.
Stuchomatic changer features Feather Action
Tone Arm for amazing record protection.
ECONOMY CONSOLETTE TV NEVI "MINIKIN" PORTABLE
RCA VICTOR Ne' wVisecZ TV
*ft. ••••• ova
.S •••••
Order by PHONE
Issismi les 11•11vory
• All-channel VHF and UHF tuning
• Powerful New Vista Tuners
• Improved 29,500-volt chassis (design average)
• New RCA tinted Pan-O-Ply picture tube
• Big 6' t' duo-cone speaker
• One-got VHF fine tuning
Special Purchase
A+ This Low Price While 711,,,, Last
19 95 0.••SM. •,401
14 O. Po
SOLID STATE* PERSONAL TV
EAPP2LIANCE CO.
2421 SUMMER
14/14., I...,
Ph.,,. 324-44011
ILOCATIONS 
L. E. Gatlin
4tr,'
WHITEHAYEN
R. G. 'tinkle MI No*Sri.
'Lomat dm maws Plum 3111-0995
NO
MONEY
DOWN
NO PAYMENT
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READY FOR PRESENTATION — Pictured are members
of the famous Hamilton High school Glee Club, who are
making plans for their presentation of a concert, Sunday,
"r:. • kk
SATURDAY, NOVEMBER IP 0.1 135
November 14, at 3:30 p.m. at the First Baptist Church,
Brownsville where Rev. Eddie Currie is pastor. The group
is under the direction of Mrs. Johnnie M. Winston.
White's Chapel
School News
N SAFETY
Mrs. Freddie Wilson, safety
patrol officer of White's Chapel
School, spoke to an assembly
of upper grade students recent-
ly.
Mite. Wilson's talk was cen-
tered around safety and educa-
tional opportunities offered to
young boys and girls during the
sixties.
Her talk was enjoyed by all
of the students and teachers
who were present.
1VILLARD DAY
The junior high school social
science department presented a
program on Friday, Nov. 5, in
observance of Frances E. Wil-
lard Day.
Among the participants were
Thelma Minion, devotion; Diane
Burns, instrumental selection;
Alonzo Sledge and other mem-
bers of the social science de-
partment highlighted the pro-
gram.
Mrs. Ora Rockwell is advisor
of the depatrment.
FASHION SHOW
The eighth grade class will
present Fall Fashions in a pro-
gram to be given at thd school
on Tuesday night, Nov. 23, at
8 P.M.
All parents and patrons of
the school are invited to attend
the affair.
Admission will be 50 cents
for adults and 25 cents or c ii-
dren. I
Julia Walker is president of
the eighth grade class.
STUDENT SPOTLIGHT BY ROSEMARIE BROOKS
This weeks' spotlight is on .
a seventh grade student She is;
vettii.Lieici,Terillertitattelgektilieliefiggileerei—kestele
Washington
Round
Ora Jefferson, daughter of Mr.'
and Mrs. Samuel Jefferson of
4577 Sewanee Rd.
She is an honor student and
a member of the Jerusalem
Baptist Church, where she is
affiliated with the Sunday School
and Junior Usher Board.
Ora is a student of Mrs. Eliza-
beth Watson in the 7-1 A class.
TEACHER OF WEEK
The teacher of the week is
Mrs. Thelma Pickens Gates of
296 Glencoe Rd. She is the wife
of Mr. Earl Gates and the
mother of three lovely children.
Mrs. Gates is a member of
the New Zion Baptist Church,
where she is director of the
choir. She holds membership in
several religious, social and ed-
ucational organizations.
At White's Chapel School, Mrs.
Gates is the 2-2A teacher. She
has a lovely personality and is
loyal to all of her co-workers.
Congratulations to a good teach-
er.
Mrs. Marian Hall Bailey is
schol reporter. Walter Calvin
Parks is principal of the school.
MRS. CATHERIN1. I.. STEWART — Speaker for the Fouls.—
ders' Day Program of omicron Chapter of Sigma Gamma
Rho Sorority, Inc., which will observe their forty third
anniversary at St. John Baptist Church. 640 Vance Avenue
Sunday, November 14, at 5 p.m. Mrs. Stewart is a gra-
duate of Southern Illinois University and has done gra-
duate work at the University of Illinois. Mrs. Stewart is
a teacher in the public schools of East St. Louis and is
Raaileus of Alpt a Upsilon Chapter of Sigma Gamma Rho
Sorority in East St. Louis. njI,N2
4TH BIG WEEK
ADULTS ONLY! hi. DAISY
Plus second hit "C 0 NI :k10 N I ,AW W I It'L-
U p
U.S. State Dept. Snubs Negro Studen
The State Department, an agency whose reputation is based
on the "manly arts" of diplomacy, managed, to overlook eves";
Negro collige and university in the U.S. when extending 'niga
tations to schools with daily newspapers at the 1/2-day hart:
ground briefing last week.
Two stories abound on the snub: State Department says:
ficially that students are usually invited and while those ac
with daily papers were invited this year, "we won't limit t
invitation next year.''
Inside sources indicate the White House stressed that uni-
versities should be included, obviously an effort to gain support
from the anti-Viet Nam community. The list was sent to the
White House; White House is alleged to have sent the list back
to State suggesting the list be trimmed.
ly inviting daily papers — "approximately 100," according*
State Dept. did and eliminated all Negro schools by alleg
a spokesman.
A call to the University of Minnesota to the office of Asso-
ciated Collegiate Press reveals there are about 60 white univer-
sities which publish daily or at least 4 times weekly.
The difference between 60 and 100 should have left room
for major Negro Universities like Howard, Tuskegee, Fiske,
Florida A and M, West Virginia etc. despite the fact that these
institutions do not publish daily papers.
Obviously, approximately 40 white schools were included
which did not qualify by the standards allegedly set by the U.S.
State Department.
The tragedy is that most federal agencies manage to set
up criterion that effectively excludes the Negro American; it is
doubly tragic that in the year 1965 that our State Department
should be content to be a part of the duplicity!
• • •
WHITE HOUSE CALENDAR: D. C. is all agog about the
royal visit of H.R.H. the Princess Margaret and the Right
Honorable Lord of Snowden. Mrs. Johnson, who has been4
Texas with the President since he left Bethesda after his
bladder operation, will return here Nov. 16 in time to atten
,the luncheon at the British Embassy honoring the petite Prin-
cess Margaret.
The same day she will preside over a film showing at the
National Gallery of Art entitled "The American Vision."
The following day there is the White House dinner in hon-
or of the Princess and her husband.
The First Lady, who at this writing will return to Texas
immediately after the unofficial visit by English royalty, will
hostess a coffee for 11 ambassadors' wives whose husbands
have taken their posts since the last Diplomatic Reception last
May 5; her wind-up will be the planting of a first quadrant of
700 cherry trees donated by Prime Minister Sato of Japan.
• • *
WHITE HOUSE RIGHTS PARLEY comes in the same week
as the royal visit and a planned "march on Washington for
Peace in Nget Nam!" At this writing, there seems to be some
trouble getting transportation available to bring the youngsters
into Washington. It is hard to tell whether official Washingtt..
is creating the problem or will help alleviate the problem. 1 1
Meanwhile the personnel for the civil rights parley is in-
creasing; already the conference has been divided into sec-
tions: housing, welfare, education etc.
Three top men are Berl I. Bernhard, M. Carl Holman, and
Harold Fleming of the Potomac Institute, a self-stylei civil
rights expert. Many of the militant groups fail to see how
Fleming qualifies for such a pivotal role, but he, with the In-
stitute and N.A.I.R.O. are usually called in as "the Negro ex-
perts."
MAJOR MEMOS: the pretty Mrs. Cliff Alexander, wife eif
the associate general counsel to the White House is a guest at
the dinner for 11.R.H. at the White House . Rep. Augustus F.
Hawkins, Dem. Calif., will investigate the dependency echnols
and other federal agency schools in Asia and Europe for one
month with the Select Subcommittee on Education . . James
Rooker, Amsterdam News columnist "nn loan" to the White
House parley for a short stint . . . the parley needs a hietorian
which could be a Slate Dept official and a brother . trio
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5RAMILTON HIGH SCHOLARS—Nine Hamilton High school
-students were honored during a recent assembly program
at the school, and two of the students were among finalists
-in the National Achievement Program for outstanding stn.
*tits. From left, holding certificates and trophies, are
William Adell Stevenson, Cassandra Owens, Deborah
Harmon, Barbara Dona), Frances Willis, Barbara Giles,
Melanie McWilliams, Kathy Graham and Patricia Simpson.
Al extreme right is Harry T. Cash. principal of the %dicta
(H. A. Hooks Photo)
Hamilton Honors Student
l* National Achievement Mrs. James A. Simpson and
se q)arship Program for out- Kathy Graham. 1922 Edwood,
standing students claimed two daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Char-
finalists and four highly conwles B. Graham.
mended students from Hamil-'
ton High School recently. 1 TWO FINALISTSi e ou s an m. g e-
dent of the National Honor:planned program Principal
Society, and a member of the Cash presented each participant
school band. In the city she is a loving cup on which was en-
a member of the Teenage Im-'graved his name and "Scholar-
provement Club and Co-Ettes,Iship 1965.'' These cups will re-
Inc. She and her family attend main in the school trophy case
Odell Dotson. second vice
president of the Fourteenth
Ward Civic club, this week an-
nounced his candidacy for
president of the club.
"I am asking for the vote of
every citizen in the Fourteenth
Ward Civic Club," he said. "In
order to vote, you must be an
active member of the club."
Mr. Dotson said that in order
for the community to make the
needed progress, the club needs
a good president, and one who
is willing to sacrifice his time.
The nominating committee of
the club has endorsed Mrs.
Emma Curry, the present presi-
dent, for leadership in 1966.
Club election will be held ow
Saturday night, Nov. 20, begin- 1
ning at 7:30 in St. Jude Bap-
fist church at 853 E. Trigg sir'
ceived certificates of merit 1,1
outstanding accomplishments al
LeMoyne College's National
Science Foundation's Program
for Talented High School stu-
dents.
The Ford Foundation provid- gro Seniors nominated across.Parkway Gardens Presbyterian as others will be added when A final recognition went to
church. students distinguish themselves Patricia Simpson who partiel•ed funds for the •program to thecountry, Patricia Simpson, Miss Graham is editor of the in academic attainment. paled recently in the "Selection'draw widespread national at- and Kathy Graham were among 
school paper, Student Conduc- PARENTS PRESENT of Pupils for the United States:tentipn to the accomplishmentsthe 1,029 finalists. Scholarship t' h d M Senate Youth Pro Tarn for th•r •of outstanding Nergo young winners will be chosen in De- or ,Senior Y-Teen Club, and Pro- Cash said, "Our school's trophypeople. icember from among the final-
'gram Chairman of the National cases are filled with trophies for
Capturing honor as finalists ists' Honor Society. She holds city- achievements in all kinds of and faculty to represent Hamil-1
were Patricia Simpson, inn miss Simpson is president of wide memberships in Co-Ettes,1sports. recreation, but few, if ton High School, emerged al
daughter of Mr. and the Student Council, vice presi-,Inc., and is pianist of the Youth any, for academic excellence.
,Choir of First Baptist church, Here at Hamilton we will con-
(Lauderdale). tinue to place high value on
COMMENDATIONS academic excellence and we
Commended for outstanding will honor and award all stu-
achievement in the program dents. who so distinguish them-
were Melanie McWilliams. A ti- .
ham Adell Stevenson, Ill, Fran-1 Parents and friends of the New
ces Willis, and Barbara Giles. honorees were present to share
The principal, Harry T. Cash, in honoring their son and,
the faculty and student body of daughters.
RE•KNITTING
RE-WEAVING
WIZARD WEAVERS
AMERICAN EDUCATION WEEK SPEAK.
ERS—Flvc Tennessee State university stn.
dents, representing the five schools of the
wifversity. were major American Educa-
tion Week speakers during the Campus.
wide AEW observance. From left, seated,
are Miss Ewa Lockridge, Nashville, high-
est tanking student In the 1985 class, who
n spoke for the Graduate School; Thomas
61l Harris, Thomaston, Ga., School of Educa-
,Hamilton High School honored, Guest speaker for the occa-, County Court •
these exceptional students in an sion was Miss Lora Ann Greene,' Julian Benson of 567 Alston
assembly program sponsored former Hamiltonian, now a one of the first four Ne-M 11liy the Hamilton High School 1groes to join the Sheriff's de-
chapter of the National Honor MERIT AWARDS I partment as deputies, has beenSociety. All honorees are mem-, Three other Hamiltonians,lappointed a bailiff in Criminal
'Cassandra Owens, Deborah Aar- Court's Division Two, of whichhers.At the conclusion of the well- won, and Barbara Dortch, re- the honorable Arthur C. Faquin,
— Jr., is Judge.
I As a bailiff, Mr. Benson'sduties include the escorting of
New Nigh-energy Esso Extra gasoline boosts power three ways!
Three cheers and a Tiger for new Esso Extra!
It's the High-energy gasoline that gives you a
triple power play:
1 Cleaning Power! New Esso Extra gasoline
helps keep the vital ports of your engine
HUMBLE
OIL & REFINING CONIPANy
• ....Li ...mo .....
clean to rnamtain top power and mileage
Firing Power! New Esso Extra ndutralizes
harmful cylinder and spark plug deposits
to help protect your engine against misfiring
— actually restores lost power to many cars.
a Octane Power? New Esso Extra has the
$.; high octane many cars now need for full
performance and smooth acceleration.
Put a Tiger in Your Tank and ride a winner!
Happy Motoring.,
"PUT A TIGER IN YOUR TANK" AT THESE ESSO SERVICENTERS
SHEFFIELD
1107 S. Jackson Hwy.
610 E. 2nd St.
"FOUR-WAY STOP"
Hwy. 72 & Hwy. 43, South
The department entered a
'motion to intervene in a suit
previously filed by nine county
residents — six Negroes and
three white Episcopalian minist-
ers — against the county jury
commissioners.
The plaintiffs contend Negroe.
in the Klan-dominated county
have been aystematlosilly ex-
cluded from jury duty.
While th4 -department has no
authority to bring suit to stop
the exclusion of Negroes front
juries, the Civil Rights Act of
1964 gives it the power to join
In private cases involving the
denial of equal .protection on
grounds of race, color, religion
or national origin.
In the Lowndes county case,
the Justica department said Ne-
groes have been denied equal
protection of the laws because
of their color, and that Negro
plaintiffs, though fully qualified
under. state feet, for Au duty,
had never been selected.
The department asked the
court to prohibit further use of
juries or jury lists compiled
under the present system and to
prohibit any form of racial dis-
crimination In the future.
His wife is the 
Burteal Taylor 
former Miss Gerald Ford, R-Mich.. about a March Of Dimes Contest
. 
.forthcoming speech to an all
white local group.
Charles Evers, state field
secretary for the National Asso-
ciation for the Advancement of
Colored People (NAACP), said
"this is no time for him to
taking prisoners to courtroom
Jurors to and from dormitories ed fire on the all-white jury sys•,
tem in the South.
for triah, ii.sisting in the selec• 
lion of torors, and keeping ord- Evers Opposescr in the courtroom.
A native of Marks, Miss., lic
,
is the son of the late Mr. aw Ford's Dixie TripIMrs. William Benson and
graduate of Marks High school. 
.1
He retired from the U.S. Navy1 NATCHEZ, Miss. — (UPI) —
years. 
rights leaders said theyafter having served for 21Clvil
have
vMr. Benson is a trustee of tloHe 
il
ofuseda Minority
telegram
  
 
LeadeprmRteepst
Monumental Baptist church.
lion; and Lea mon Strickland, Claxton,
Ga., School of Engineering. Standing, same
order, are Student Council President Levi
Watkins, Jr., Montgomery, Ala., School of
Arts and Sciences; and James Reeves,
Jackson, Tenn. School of Agriculture and
Home Economics. The theme for the ob-
servance was "Investment in Learning In
the Schools of the University."
Justice De artment
WASHIfiGTON — (NPI) —
The Department of Justice 7
prodded into action by the ex-
clusion of Negroes from recent
civil rights trials in Lowndes
(Alabama) county — has open-
State of Tennessee 1965". Pa-1
tricia, selected by the principal'
winner for Hamilton and the'
Memphis City Schools.
Julian Benso
come to the raciallytorn city of
Natchez and speak before a se-
gregated group."
Ford was to speak to a GOP
fund-raising dinner. Nov.. 75.
Evers charged in the telegram
the Mississippi GOP is a "totally
segregated party."
He said he wanted Ford to
tell the local Republicans he
would riot speak if Negroes
were not permitted to attend.
-..... ,"
LTD Al'h 'A cli()VIEU
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r
.i.
111. Start your wo drob• today,
with b•outi.01 plaids in
Sport Coats a d Pants, that
I
wouldnob, a sporty outfit.
'
Today-start your loyawoy plan-for holiday Items at Fort.
n•r Clothl•r. Clothing for th• whel• family, only o f•v•
dollars, p•r ..,...ac will start ;our layaway or charge.
Corn. today & s•• our smort•st s•lisctions in clothing for
men, svorntrn L children. Yle wisicome your busInm, with
Courteous "evict,.
  CHARGE IT 
154 SO. MAIN
527.8037
V \
To Fight Birth Defects
Six more teenage girls have day educational trips to Chi-
entered the March of Dimes cago duirng the Christmas
1"Princess" contest, bringing up:holidays. They will be guests at
to 24 the number of young'the McCormack branch of the
women seeking the title of YWCA.
princesses in the contest spon-1 GIFTS FOR ALL
sored by the Memphis and Shel-, All of the girls participatingby Countyha t f the N
tional Foundation, in the drive will be presented
Recently entering the contest
contributed by merchants
of the city.
duate of Melroe High school;
are Misses Helen Nelson, a gra- Mrs. W. T. Forts, chairman ofi the Special Events section ofMagnolia Hunt, St. Anthony the National Foundation, saidCatholic school; Shriley Ann:
Wright, Hamilton High school; all of the girls have special
Helen Skipper, Hyde Parkreasons for participating in the
Elementary school; Geraldinecontest, but a statement made
Mitchell, Germantown High' Miss Karen Greer, a Richard
sschool, and Joyce Weaver, Mel-'High school student, w a 
quite impressive.rose High school. 1
The five girls raising the' Miss Greer said: "If I don't
highest amount of money will be'win a crown, I shall always be
crowned princesses at a pro-:glad my efforts helped a few
gram to be held in the audito.'helpless babies, so I shall do
rium 
school
ofonK 1 Fridayo n di k e night,E l e o e npt set: m yprobeat.
d"s from the contest
12. will go to the Birth Defect Cen-
The prize will include three- ter.
 ma
Welcomes
Delegates to the
58th Annual Holy
Convocation of the
Church of God
In Christ
Make Memphis' Greatest Store
Your shopping headquarters
While Visiting in Memphis
Morn of Goyoso
decency would want to be
saddled with the white man'sof white, and loses what pride
he might have had in his own prejudice that is eating away
value as a human being." the vitals of the natirms? Who
There has never been such 2 would want to be white, when
travesty of truth as when
we take notice of the semi-Chris. the reviewer, implies
4
41.
,..••• Oa
-
111,1 
11111911111
"MIMI
Ili! 
.r CART HOME SAVINGS!
ISAVE 80* 'rodmr.::17,4ana
each time you buy 2 hatf-gaflons of
MIDWEST MILK
AT YOUR FOOD STORE
GO BY BU
• It's Convenient
• Fast
• Safe
NO TRAFFIC OR PARKING PROBLEM
MEMPHIS TRANSIT AUTHORITY
Choir Robes, Pulpit, Academic Gowns
and Accessories
RENTAL ROBES AVAILABLE
Place Your Order Now
For Individuals And Groups
CALL, WRITE or WIRE
CUSTOM TAILORS
H s
INC.248 Vence Ave. JA 7-9320
Mentplils, Ten.esie•
'TOUR C•fimpowy 44•1•1 Whed Vow Ask for 40,41
Crest*, What You Think or
HONORED FOR SERVICE — Dr. W. A. Bisson, standing
at left, is seen accepting an award from Mayor William R.
Ingram. Jr., on behalf of Ow city of Memphis for more
than 33 years of free and voluntary service in the Well
Child Care Center. Dr. Bissau also received two plaques
from the Sikelby C.ounty Health Department during the
- -
Dean Arnold Receives
flonorary Doctorate
.e.11111.
DEFENDER SATURDAY, 
NOVEMBER 13,
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Pre-School Courses
To Be Offered At TSU
Trenton News
The District Laymen will hold
an all-day service at the First
Baptist Church in Trenton,
Tenn., on Sunday, Nov. 28.
At 2 P.M , and the host will
be Prof. Radford. Devotion willNASHVILL E—Tennessee tionship area, concerned stud- d Bell It will be
State unilversity is endeavor-
ing to meet present state and
national needs of trained per-
sona in preschool education,
nursery school and kindergar-
ten.
According to Dr. Malcolm D.
Williams, dean of the School of
Education, t h e instructional
council at the University has
approved a curriculum in Child
Development and Family Rela-
tionship with Teacher Educa-
tion Certification in Kindergar-
ten and Elementary Education.
This four-year program has
been approved for the school
year 1966-67. According to Dr.
Mable B. Anderson a n d Miss
Ruth McDowell of the Child
Development and Family Rela-
service held in its auditorium recently. Others In the photo
are Dave Mitchell, Shelby County Commissioner of Health,
and at extrem.e right, Dr. Noble Guthrie, director of the
Memphis and Shelby County Health Department. (Whithers
Photo)
BETWEEN THE LINES
Who Would Want
Dean Liitel A. Arnold of I.e..' philosophy at LeMoyne from TO
Moyne College was awarded 1947 to 1960, he devoted three
the honorary degree of doctor i years of doctoral study at Drew
of humane letters last Thurs)!University.
day by Thiel College in Green- He was named acting dean
ville, Pennsylvania where he
delivered the honors convoca-
tion address.
Graduated from Thiel in 1943,
he went on to earn the bache Arnold has traveled in Europe,
lor of theology degree at An- Canada and Africa.
derson College, master of arts' Dr. Arnold was guest of hon-
and bachelor of divinity dc-or at a reception at Thiel fol-
grecs at Oberlin Graduate lowing the honors convocation.
School of Theolo g y,' Dr. Arnold, who did his un-
and the master of sacred the- dergraduatc work at Thiel, dis-
ology from Harvard University.l cussed "Faukner's Vision of
Atter serving as professor of Man."
Be White?
By GORDON HANCOCK If such person there be (and
I doubt It) he is to be pitied as
"National Scene" a family a p-sycopath in need of psychi-
news supplement for weeklY t attention.TheI
of LeMoyne in 1963 and the newspapers published by L. 11' !view seems to be a disguised
appointment became perma- Scranton Publications Inc., of effort to make true the un-
nent a year later. New York City, dated Octoberigrounded assumptions of many
14 carried a review of "Adam I • •A native of Greenville. Dr. , misinformed whites w h oClayton Powell and The Poli- imagine t h a t the Negroes:
tics of Race." gleaned from 
'struggle for decent existence is'
the review (by a writer who The Nergo's way of showing!
signed his name "Chris") that !that he wants to be white.
the book was written by Nell. The assumption Is as spurious
Hickey and Ed Erwin. as the old hackneyed question
The reviewer seemed sold on "do you want your daughter to
the volume, speaking about it imarry a Negro." Who said that
thusly: "Importantly and in-:the Nergo wanted to mivry
terestingly, the book is among!somebody's daughter? How un-
t il small but growing list which der high heavens the Negro csn
Inow are beginning to deal withlmarry her wit'••out the daugh-
community which are oftenleonsent is freely given, mar-
brought on by a number of Me-triage becomes a matter of
groes who feel they can . . . . secondary importance.
with what some call "integra- Who besides Nell Hickey and
. LeMoyne College is inviting the national board of directors lion" 
 become white. Ed Erwin said Negroes want to
outstanding alumni back to the of the NAACP, and president Negro, the authors write 
type of 
-.'-:Ilitema
In describ•na this vo h white? This i only..s...1ie.sw.withtheun
P41):rr-
of the local NAACP branch.
campus for personal appearan- his Ideal becomes the white, tones of sex jealousy, and theseIle holds the unofficial title
ces. 
ideal, and he thus ties himself, uninformed authors pass along
of "Mr. Civil Rights of hiem- to goals that are not attainable the "big lie" which "Chris"
College officials believe the phis."
— with the concomitant frus;swallows "hook, line and sink-
appearance of a successful tration which that predicament. er." And with ordinary judge-
:
alumnus will serve as a stimul implies,
,.h,t e, bulti e i ncan r v innegv,e r becomehe   frr  ment and feelings of pride andlating influence to students nowI glee Club To
ents may begin course work
this present school year
prepareme program will 
students to work in preschool,
centers and with Child Welfare'
Departments. These students
will also be certified to teach
kindergarten a n d elementary
grades one through nine.
Plans also are being initiated
to provide a curriculum for
certification in kindergarten,
through third grade.
The new curriculum is co-
operatively approved by the De-
partment of Home Economics,
Mrs. Mattye C. Flowers, head;
and the Undergraduate Teach-
er Education Executive Com-
mittee, Dr. Malcolm D. Wil-
liams, chairman.
Church Honors Pastor
On 12th Anniversary
The First Baptist Church Bing-
ban-intim bus begun the celebra-
tion of the 12th anniversary of
Rev. and Mrs. 11. C. Cherry.
Elder Lee Spight delivered the
Introductory Sermon at 3 P.M.
on November 7. During the 8
P.M. services, the Rev. E. W
Williamson of the Olivet flap'
Ministers who will partici-
tist Church was speaker.
Pate on November 14 are the
Rev. Lemuel McCall, minister
of music of the•church who will
speak at the 3 P.M. services.
Outstanding Alumni To
Be Invited To LeMoyne
enrolled on the campus. quently becomes a caricature
The visiting alumnus will ad. I •
dress the students, lunch with Give Program
them, sit in on classes, conduct
with them at a tea. ' In Brownsville
Jesse Turner of 1218 Gino The Hamilton High School that any intelligent Negro wants barbarism into which a greata 1941 graduate of LeMoyned
will be guest of the college this, Glee Club will present a con- to be white, part of the South has lapsed. .
Friday, Nov. 12. cert at the First Baptist Church,
Mr. Turner is a CPA, exect1-18rownsv e, Sunday • November'
• 14 at 3.30 P.M.Rev Eddie Cur•live vice president and cashierl •   '
of Tri State Banli. a member of ne pastor of the church.
....... Mrs. Johnnie M. Winston, gra•
!duate of Tennessee A&I Univer-
Fellowship To aity, is director of the group.Throughout t h e years the
Hamilton High School Glee Club
re. has been known for fine per-
il formances throughout the city.
The organization's fame began
Anti-Poverty , when it placed first in statecompetition in Jackson. Tennes.
The Men's Fellowship of Sec': 
s'e
A
e
t
in
pr
1
een
.
t the Glee Club is
nod Congregational church will'
met m Love Hall at 762 Walker! sponso
ring a candy drive to
Y for a tour of the
on Tuesday night at 7:30, and
raise 
snow-Northern States during t b e
three officials of the city's Anti- 
spring break in 1966.Poverty organizations will par- Harry 1'. Cash is principal of
ticipate on the program.
The topic of the evening will: the sehent and Rev' 
W. A. Suggs
he "T h e .Nnti•Poveriv pro.. is the Glee Club's Booking a -
gram.•' and the speakers will in-Igeut.
elude Charles Fleer, director
of the neighborhood Youth, 
Corps: James L. Wright, de-, New Hope Toputy director of the NYC. and!
Mrs. R. Q. Venson, coordinator'
of t h e Memphis Anti•Povertv
Progra in. Crown Royalty
Lonnie F. Briscoe will be Ow
chairman for t he program. A King and Queen contest is
Leiditig out in the devotional now in progress at the New
period will be Dr Lionel A. Hope Baptist church at 649
Arnold. dean of LeMoyne Col. Pearl and the winners will
legs . receive their crowns during a
Hosts will be John C. Davis, program to be presented on
Sr, Robert L. Franklin a n d Sunday. Nov 14.
Dr. Walter W. Gibson. Men of: The program is being spon-
the community are invited tol sored by Mrs. Mary Ross, an,
attend. active member of the church.'
Silas P Washington is presi• The public is invited.
dent of the Men's Fellow'sh:.p.' Dr. Charles Burgs is pastor]
The Rev. John Charles Miekle,of the church. and Mrs. Naomi
is pastor. Holliday the church reporter.
consultations and then chat
Hear Talks 0
the frustrations to the whole.ter's consent. And once this
.1111••••111••••••••••••••■••••••••••
• 1 - MINUTE AUTOMATIC •••
CAR WASH $
Sat. ow Sips. $1.29
Sot. Open S 4.61. to 6 Pia
Soo. been 4.61. is 2 P.M.
8 A M.-6 P.M.
Monday
thru
a  
. Friday 
al
• •
• SUMMER AVE. CAR WASH ••
• 3100 Summer at Baltic aPlimitims•••••••••••••m•••••••E
LAyhtEN'S MEET friend, Mr. Wells, from 
Pennsyl-
vania.
SICK AND SHUT-INS
Mrs. Mary Cole is a patient
at the Gibson County Hospital
In Trenton.
Authaniel Warren is a patient
in the Kennedy Veterans Ilospi-
of Rev. C. Wade, is a pa nt
at the Madison County Hospital
in Jackson, Tenn.
Mrs. Elizabeth Adams
confined to the hospital.
is also
NOTICE!
All Churches
Clubs
Birthday Parties
Weddings
Anniversaries
Banquets, Etc.
Moll lo Your Nowa()
Stories To The
Tri-State
Defender
236 Smith Wellington
Post Office Box 311
We will in happy to
publish it for you
"Free Of Any
charges,
TAKE A TIP
FROM SANTA....
Christmas Shop the "Price-less Way" with
QUALITY STAMPS.
When you plan your Christmas List. . . .Be sure
and Check your Quality Stamps Gift Book, first!
You are invited to visit one of the Memphis
Quality Stamps Redemption Centers,
1451 Union Ave. 1784 Frayser Blvd.
1957 So. Third St. 5125 Quince Rd.
725 N. White Station Rd. •
855 White Station Rd, (Eastgate)
4220 Iiiway 51 South ,
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Rev. Lee A. Mullin of the
Early Grove Baptist church will
speak at 8 P.M.
Dr. C. M. Lee of the Pilgrim
Baptist Church, East MeLemore
will be the guest speaker on
November 21 at at 3 P. M. The
alternate speaker will be Rev.
L. A. Blake of the New Salem
Baptist church, Tillman Street
Host pastor is Rev. N. L
Threats,
Mrs. Robert Grice is genera
chairman and John A. Taylor
is co-chairman.
be led b Ju eY g •
followed by a question and an- tal in Memphis.
swer period, on the work of lay- Mrs. Elizabeth Wade,men and an expression period,
both lasting 30 minutes each.
The sermon at 3 P.M. will be
delivered by Rev. L. J. Anders,
pastor of New Hope Baptist
Church in Milan and an instruc-
tor of district laymen.
Members of the Program
Committee are Lonnie Evans,
president; G. E. Milan, vice
president; R. B. Morgan and
Dorsey Thomas.
RESIDENT DIES
Mr. Sammie D. Hunt, a life-
long resident of Gibson County.
died on Saturday, Oct. 30, at
the Madison County Hospital,
and the funeral was held on
Thursday, Nov. 2, at the First
Baptist Church.
Here for the- funeral were his
sister, Mrs. Davis, and her
husband, of Bethlehem, Pa., a
son from Buffalo, N.Y., and a
Peace Corps
Group Meets
The Peace Corps Service Or
ganizatim of Memphis and Shel.
by County will meet Thursday,
November 11, 1965 at the Mem-
phis Public Library, Peabody
and McLean.
Information about the Peace
Corps will be available. The pub-
lic is welcomed to attend.
Mrs. Mary Reed chairman
•
•
PLAY T.V. BINGO
every •weekday on Channel 1 I WHBQ T.V.
1.1:30 -1 2 noon. Save your used T.V. BINGO
Cards, print your name and address on the
back and de po s it at Oakley Ford or Hull-
bobbs Ford to be eligible for the drawing for
a 1964 FORD MUSTANG.
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DEFENDER
CARVER'S FBLA CHAPTER — The Carver High school chapter of the was Miss Susie Stewart. a senior seated on front row, fifth from left. Mrs.
Future Business Leaders of America held its first inaugural and inaugura• Rita Olive is sponsored of the chapter, and Miss Delores Stevenson Is Kee-
lion service at the school last week, and officers were installed by Mrs. Hat- ident of the chapter. (Wither Photo)
tie C. Irving, an instructor in the business department. Named "Miss FBLA"
- -
67 Honor Students On
: List At Geeter High
p
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One student made the Prin..
• cipal's Honor Roll at Geeter
High school for the first six.
week period with a 95 avcrage,
while M others made the re-
gular Honor roll with aver-
ages ranging from 88 to 94.
On the high scholastic
achievement list • were nine
freshmen, 16 sophomores, 22
juniors and 12 seniors.
John Whitfield made t h e
Principal's Honor Roll. He is
a member of the 10-6 grade.
Ninth grade honor students
are Calvin Alexander, Betty
Busby, Frazier Guy, Lillie
Liard, Brenda Walton, Calvin
Wilson, and Helen Wilson,
Sophomores include Thomas
Byrd, Harry Cash, Willie Clin-
ton, Mary Jones , Elnora Brad-
ford, Allen Dugger, Herbert
Henderson. Bernice Moore,
Beverly Nelson. Myrtis Reed,
Lula Russell, Charlene Scott,
Carol Townsend, Larry Tucker
and Oscar Williams.
MORE STUDENTS
Juniors on the list are Doro-
thy Badger Mary Breadnax,
Annie Chandler, Eleanor Doug-
lass, Carolyn Harrison, Pearlie
Hollis, Brenda House, Samuel
Kelly, Ida Jean King, Lois J.
Neloms and Emma Parker.
Also Ernest Payne, Paulette
Petty, Cecile Powell. Lewistine
Ray, Margaret R a y, Jessie
Rhoden. Charlie Richardson,
Eli Stitts, Elrudia Tipton
Mamie Townsend, and Joyce
Ann Williams.
Senior honor students are
Frederick Booker, Minnie Al-
ston. Ilattie Banks, Delores
Brookins, Veola Clark, Jac-
queline Gooch, Sylvia Jackson,
Dora Jones, Nias Harris, Melva
011ie, Lillian Rowan and Grace
Ware.
T. J. Toney is the principal
of Geeter High school.
New Orleans Honors A
Native Son, `Satchmo'
NEW ORLEANS, (UPI)
Louis Armstrong grinned, pulled
out a handkerchief to mop away
sweat and grinned again Wailfs' Ho
me for Boys for shout-
the ing his step-father's old 38-call•
and again at the thousands who ber pistol on New Year's Day.
cheered. It was at the school that Arm-
It was Satchmo's day in New strong got his first music lea-
Orleans, where he got his start sons. His instructor, Peter Day-
blowing a trumpet in the honky is, now 87, joined in the welcom-
tonks of legendary Storyville a hie festivities.
half-century ago. At first the two did not hit it
The city turned out to pay off very well. But then one day
tribute to Satchmo on his 50th Davis asked Armstrong if he
year in show business. - !wanted to play in the school's
Armstrong, never at a loss for i brass hand. The young Arm-
a song, appeared to be at a loss strong, amazed by the invita-
for words as local and state of. tion, finally managed to answer
ficials honored him for his worblan emphatic yes.
as one of the nation's most be- 1 Davis and Armstrong visited
loved ambassadors of good ill. the New Orleans Jazz Museum
"It makes inc so happy to where one of his prize displays
know I have so many friends out Is the horn on which Satchmo
there," the gravel-throated jazz. learned to play.
man told the crowd that came! Armstrong said it was Davis
to hear him play at the LoyolaWho was responsible for much
Carver FBLA Chapt. '
Installs Officers All-Purpose Corduroy
The F.B.L.A. Installation and
i Inaugural Services of Carver
▪ High School, which has been'
• held annually at Owen College,
were held for the first time on
Carver's campus. recently.
Mrs. Hattie C. Irving, instruc-
tor in the Business Department
oper,;ited in an annual F.B L.A.
project to send three or more
deserving students to Nashville
Ito participate in the Annual
Shorthand a n d Typewriting
Contest. Carver has won the
Shorthand twice out of three
participations,
of the school installed the offil Miss Rosie Stewart, senior, have happened to
 corduroy.]
epaulets.
cers. Miss Delores Stevenson , ' Manufacturers found ways to
,was chosen' "M. F B.L A 'iss . .
president and senior at Calvet' waterproof it. they took out Hunting Coat
inducted the new members. Miss Sylvia Rhodes, second the whistle and made perms-
Refreshments were served in alternate will serve in the ab.dnently pressed pants. They 
Willis & Geiger does an Ital-1
the living area Of the Home sence of Miss Stewart in schooyfound wa
ys to make it stretch, ian hunting coat, four button,/
University fieldhouse . of his success But Davis shrug-
Armstrong was 13 years old ger' off his former pupil's praise,
when he was sent to the Colored saying Armstrong was
 just a
natural talent with a horn.
• A crowd of several hundred
1persons welcomed Armstrong
and his wife on their arrival at
New 0,-leans International Air-
/Port.
The Onward Brass Band, led
. by Paul Barbarin, an old friend
of the trumpeter, blared out
Iwith "Way Down Yonder In New
lOrleans" as soon as Armstrong
appeared.
I Well-wishers surged around
thL smiling Armstrong who was
finally led to a side-room in the
air terminal by state troopers.
Ile posed for pictures and his
wife was presented with a bou•
(met of red roses.
At the fieldhouse, Armstrong
gave his answer to all of the
ihoirnors which had been given
Men's Wear Turns To
Economics department under
the direction of Mrs. Marie
Harris,
Mrs. Joyce Bell, Mrs. Hattie
Irving and Mrs. Rita Olive,
business teachers at Carver, Co.
By WALTER LOGAN Side vents and slash pockets.
United Press International John. Alexander of New Haven
NEW YORK — (CPI) — Cor- does a three-button sports coat
duroy really means the cloth of with leather trimmed pockets
kings but when kings beganland side vents; and a top coat
wearing ermine and silk the
working man took it up as a Modeled after the famous Brit'
pair of durable work pants
which whisted when he walked.
Since then all sorts of things
activities. 1 From a style standpoint they
The officers are Miss Delores'did even greater things. They
Stevenson, Miss Shelia Hall, made It in wide and narrow
wales. They combined it withMiss Olivia Alien, Miss Sarah
suede and with wool and wool-
Barnes, Miss Hazel Hervey, knits and they let their imagi-
nation run riot.
, So now you can get corduroy
Named Warship Skipper
WASHINGTON — (UN) —
A 43-year-old Navy comman-
der has been named to skipper
the largest warship ever com-
manded by a Negro officer.
He is Cmdr. Samuel L. Grave-
ly, Jr. of Arlington, Va., who
is now the senior Negro line
officer in the Navy.
Currently serving in the De-
fense Communications Agency,
Gravely will take command
next February of the destroyer
Taussig, a 3.370-ton vessel
uhieb at full complement car-
ries a 350-man crew.
Previously, Gravely h a a
commanded the 1,700 ton de-
stroyer escort Falgout. In that
assignment, before his present
duty, he was the first Negro
to command a Navy ship since
the Civil War.
Gravely entered service in
December, 1944, and has served
aboard the battleship Iowa,
'First' Klan Rally
In Indiana Planned
(Speeelsi PAILS' IDIEVENITERI
DILISBORO, Ind. — The
first Ku Klux Klan rally in
the Hoosier state in many years
will be held in this southeast
Indiana community, just 270
miles from Chicago.
Parkie Scott of Oregonia,
Ohio, organizer for the Knights
of the KKK in the Buckeye
state, said the rally will be held
from 10 a.m. to 10 p.m. Satur-
Aft day and from 10 am. to 3 P.m.
up. Sunday.
cruiser Toledo, destroyer
Chandler on which he was exe-
cutive officer, and attack cargo
ship Seminole.
in everything from knickers
(plus 2's) to stadium coats, top-
coats, suits, sports jackets,
in color which may make the
kings take it up once again.
Some of the highlights of the
1965 fall and winter offerings:
Mighty-Mac does an outer-
In the Korean War he w0n1(35-inch) sport jacket but
two Bronze Stars and a Presi- coat 
which looks like a long
;which has a hood hidden in the
ential Unit Citation. 'collar and a zip out pile lining.
DON'T MISS
&Cony gadricii
SEE
10 of Arattleil Lollifet
Modek
Extiling Fashions of
World- Famous Designers
Fashishrixisips of the
futuqt
PRESENTED BY
Memphis Alumnae
Chapter
Delta Sigma
Theta Sorority
ish short-warm-double breast-
ed, ticket pocket, above the
knee length (36 inches) and
collarless with gun patch and
a shooting jacket with collar,
action shoulder and suede
trimmed pockets and gunpateb.
NAACP Sets Cap
For 100,000
NEW YORK — (NPI) —
November is "NAACP Member-
ship Renewal Month" and its/
aoal has been set for 100,000 1
:enewals and additional mem-
berships. The membership is,
currently lagging about eight
per cent, executive director Roy1
Wilkins noted in a memorandum1
to the association's units.
The 1963 figure attained a peak'
of 535,000, he further noted. 1
Birth Of Bank
MANILA —(NPI)— The Phi-
lippine capital has been select-
ed as the site for the Dec. 21
charter-signing of the $1 billion
jAsian Development bank. The
1financial institution will boat
among its membership 25 na-c
tions in the Southeast Pacific
are.
Tick-lock...tick-tock...
the Bourbon that
dicta watch the clock!
OLD
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Keintoky's Fines( Bourbon
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old
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A Great Institution
A university, by definition,
is an institution organized for
teaching and study in the high-
er branches of learning a n d
empowered to confer degrees.
This definition, with a tinge of
medievalism, made isolated is-
lands of t h e institutions of
higher learning and consigned
them to a special patrician com-
munity far removed from the
common herd. Here is an Old
World tradition preserved to
this day. In Europe these in-
stitutions were founded for the
privileged few, the aristocrat's,
the wealthy — that leisure class
which had the time and means
to contemplate, experiment and
dream.
These continental traditions
are alien to and incompatible
with the American concept of
education in a free and demo-
cratic society. For here in our
country, the striving is toward
opening wider and wider the
doors of opportunity to a 11
those w h o wish to acquire
knowledge, without restriction
as to class, caste or racial ori-
gin.
T h e driving motive is that
democracy can function best
with an informed electroate.
Thus the dispersal of knowledge
to the greatest number for the
greatest good has been, since
1860, the goal of American edu-
cation at all academic levels.
American educators are doing
more. They a r e making each
center of higher learning the
focal point of substantive in-
terest for the surrounding non-
academic community. They
share their neighbors' concern
about such basic endeavors as
housing and public school ori-
entation: and they make acces-
sible many of the facilities of
the local university for forum
discussions of importtnt issues
that effect all lives.
Columbia University and the
University of Chicago are lead-
ing the way in the matter of
Rhodesia's Plight
There is a report n o t yet
confirmed that Prime Minister
Wilson of Britain has agreed
to consider seriously a treaty
with Rhodesia guaranteeing
that the colony, if it received
independence, would not deprive
its black citizens of their con-
stitutional rights.
This does not augur well for
the future of black Rhodesia.
We do not know what rights are
involved in the Rhodesian con-
stitutional guarantees. If this
has reference to t h e present
Rhodesian Constitution, then
the guarantee would n o t be
worth the paper it is written
on.
African leaders are beaten.
jailed or forced into exile. The
African Nationalist movement
has been suppressed and the
blacks have no voice of any con-
sequence in the affairs of the
government. Yet they are 4
million strong. There are only
220.000 whites in Rhodesia.
Thus the ratio of black numeri-
community involvement. To
them, the diffusion of knowl-
edge is not a one-way street. A
university must not be an is-
land unto itself. It must relate
itself n o t only to the people
within its academic walls, but
as well to those in the sur-
rounding hills a n d valleys. It
must be a sanctuary for those
who seek truth, light and wis-
dom as well as for those who
can only worship at the foot
of the temple.
Though t h e University of
Chicago in 1937 abdicated its
moral leadership when it allow-
ed itself to become a party to
the restrictive covenant conspi-
racy, it has since expiated that
sin. Its present head. Dr. George
Biddle, a distinguished scientist
and educator, made explicit ip
his inaugural address that the
university could not with legi-
timacy escape its moral respon-
sibility to the community.
Besides liberalizing its hous-
ing policy, both within the uni-
versity circle and in the full
extent of its commercial owner-
ship in the Hyde Park residen-
tial area, it has added enough
Negro scholars to the academic
faculties to escape the charge
of token integration. By and
large, the University of Chica-
go has shown much concern for
the well-being of t h e Negro
community in particular. Mem-
bers of the faculty have identi-
fied themselves with the prob-
lems that harass the Southside
a n d have proffered means of
solving them.
Negroes, therefore, have a
moral obligation to do their
share in helping the Midway in-
stitution achieve its goal in the
multimillion-dollar campaign for
funds. Here is provided not only
an opportunity to show o n e's
gratitude, but also a rare pri-
vilege of contributing to the fur-
therance of higher learning un-
der conditions that will assure
the permanence of a free and
enlightened society.
cal superiority is roughly 18
to 1.
If these overt acts can oc-
cur now without any means of
redress, what kind of guaran-
tees are possible that white
Rhodesia would not be just as
harsh, perhaps harsher if that
is possible. toward the black
citizens after independence is
attained?
Mr. Wilson should be ex-
tremely cautious in making con-
cessions to a government that
already h a s demonstrated its
inability to rule with justice
and fairness. An independent
white Rhodesia would tolerate
neither sustained opposition nor
rigorous dissent in the tradi-
tional democratic sense.
We hope that any conces-
sions made would be consistent
with equity and t h e right ito
self-determination. A country
in which the native majority
is ruthlessly silenced cannot
long endure without violence
and bloodshed.
EXHILARATING CLIMATE
Langston
Hughes
Says
Blacks Don't Rue Stork Club
The passing of the lamented
Stork Club brings no tears to
Negro eyes, just as a genera-
tion ago the demise of the Cot-
ton Club in Harlem brought
no grief at all to Harlem resi-
dents. NVe were not welcome
there. T h e Cotton Club was,
insofar as patrons went, an ex-
pensive lily-white club in a
black area.
The Stork Club is reputed to
have been lily-white, too. (Al-
though in recent years I never
went there, but its policy is
said to be changed.) the fam-
ous Josephine Baker incident.
who at the height of her fame,
was allegedly not served there.
has left by proxy a bitter taste
in Negro mouths.
Walter Winchell had a field
day with, the incident, being
pro-Stork and anti-Baker. The
press as a whole took the own-
ers Sherman Billingsley's side,
and the implications were that
Miss Baker must be red — not
black — just because she want-
ed to order a meal in what
Leonard Lyons in a recent col-
umn has described as "the
gathering place for the most
glittering array of notables in
the world."
Lyons listed t h e names of
many celebrated people who
visited the Stork Club. Among
them I read the names of no
Negroes, not even Dr. Ralph
Bunche.
T h e Copacabana, Hickory
House. Toot Shor's. and Per-
sian Room. among other popu-
lar night snots, so far as I know
always sere Neeroes most
courteously. But I have heard
a number of frustrating racial
tales about colored parties al-
legedly never getting past the
door of the Stork.
In Harlem, folks recount
that once two bopstors decided
they would try their luck at
the famous joint, and they
somehow got by the doorman.
But at the gold chain across
the entrance to the inner rooms.
they were stopped by the head-
waiter who looked the Negroes
up and down and said imperi-
ously. "All the tables are
gone."
"That's Just what we want,"
cried the bopsters, "a gone
table." (In case you do not
known, in the bop idiom, gone
means excellent.)
Knowing the advantage of
pretending to be foreigners.
Negroes occasionally "nass" to
get what they desire. Two gen-
tlemen from Harlem taxied
down to the Stork Club one
night dressed as Argentine gau-
chos, in wide chin
-strapped
felt hats, baggy trousers, high-
heeled boots and spurs.
But they got no further than
the sidewalk since they were
too brown in complexion. The
doorman allegedly informed
them that only persons with
confirmed reservations were
admitted.
"No speak-a de Engleesh,"
they declared.
"Reservations only" shouted
the doorman.
"No onderstan'," shrugged
the young men.
"What language do y o u
speak?" demanded the door-
man, barring their way.
"Spaneesh," said t h e hop-
sters.
"Then speak some," c o rn-
manded the doorman.
"Adios. Faubus' ghost," spat
out the bopsters, "and tu ma-
dre."
Years ago, when my first
Broadway play was running in
New York, I went to another
famous club, the "21", in search
of a gentleman whose secre-
tary told me he had just gone
there with all my unpaid royal-
ties in his poket. He had ne-
glected to mail me a check for
a month.
A white official of the dra-
matists Guild engaged in help-
ing collect my rightful due ac-
companied me. He was admit-
ted to the club, hut I was told
Negroes were not admitted. I
had to stand outside on t h e
steps and await his return. But
we did get the money.
Another time, in the Nine-
teen Thirties, a famous colored
band leader invited a party of
Negro friends — including my-
self — to a big downtown night
club to hear him play. We were
given a very bad table behind
a post. The bandleader apolo-
gized, saying the club custom-
arily did not admit Negroes at
all. Of course, most colored
money-making entertainers to-
day don't countenance such be-
havior on the part of night club
managers, not even in Florida
where White Storks abound.
A half century ago New York
— not to speak of the rest of
the country—was full of other-
wise public places that did not
admit colored people. Manhat-
tan's Stork Club, was always
reputed to be such a place. But,
having neither the money or
desire to go there, I personally
cannot attest to this Therefore.
olease do not sueme. Sherman
Billingsley, if others have told
a black lie on your reputedly
white Stork Club. One thing is
sure, no Negroes a r e wearing
black crepe over its closing.
vuiparamimmeramosamisiorrimmilmor
Jackie
Robinson
Says
A Significant Day
When Gove.rnor Nelson Rock-
efeller took a Sunday out to fly
down to Atlanta, a n d deliver
the Men's Day sermon at Ebe-
nezer Baptist Church, co-pastor-
ed by Drs. Martin Luther King,
Jr., and Sr., he was kind enough
to invite your columnist and his
Rachel, Alfred Duckett, director
of ANP. and Bert Smith, ANP
photographer, to accompany him
in his private plane.
For all of us in the party of
eight, it was a most significant
day.
One couldn't help but marvel
at the way times have changed
in the city of Atlanta, as prom-
inent white and Negro citizens
of the community assembled at
the church to hear the moving
tributes paid to the Kings.
Although Atlanta still has its
problems, it has taken giant
steps in the recognition of jus-
tice for the Negro. It has led the
South in this respect, and justi-
fied its long reputation as an
imoortant cultural center.
For there can be no true A-
merican culture which closes out
the Negro.
Dr. King had asked me to
make a few remarks during the
emotion-charged service: I was
glad for the opportunity to pay
my respects to a father whose
greatness is reflected in the gen-
ius of his son.
I was happy to be able to say
a richly
-deserved word about
Hamburger Hard
Tourists driving from Char-
lotte to Asheville will see Lake
Lure and pass through the
beautiful Sapphire Mountains. In
AsheVille they will see the pal-
aces of the rich. But more than
anything else, the tourists will
see the hamburger palaces which
line the highways. The presence
of these palaces a r e in many
ways more expressive of the na-
tional mode than any of the pic-
nic areas or sights along the
way.
An alert tourist could prob-
ably eat 300 different varieties
of hamburgers between Charlot-
te and Asheville. There are Big
Boy hamburgers, which come
between three slices of roll and
contains two enormous patties.
There are fishhurgers and stro-
ganoff burgers. There are ham-
burgers stuffed with olives, and
hamburgers served with blue
cheese. Every American is a
hamburger gourmet.
The manufacturers say this is
because Americans have been
exposed to other gourmet foods
and now demand it in the casual
hamburger. Also, most Ameri-
cans are affluent enough to af-
ford the exotic hamburger. But
this reasoning sounds suspici-
ous to me.
I think the hamburger is
hard-pressed as the Number One
American favorite.
There is no doubt the hot dog
the sacrifice and courage of the
King ladies—true royalty them-
selves. Mrs. Alberta K i n g,
("Daddy" King's wife) a graci-
ous and strong woman, and Mrs.
Coretta King, Dr. Martin Luth-
cr Elle:, Jr.'s tti!rstet.ivor t.Oent.e4
and brave helpmate, have help-
ed make it possible f o r their
husbands to give so much of
themselves to the world, to the
South and to the nation.
As for Governor Rockefeller,
he once again demonstrated his
unselfishness, his devotion to
t h e principle of humanitarian
concern for his fellow man, and
his fearlessness by going into
t h e South to re-emphasize to
the world that he respected men
not — in Dr. King Jr.'s memor-
able words — "for the color of
their skin, but the content of
their character."
The only disappointment of
the day was that Mrs. "Happy"
Rockefeller, bedded with flu,
could not be with us. The Go-
vernor's lady has such a sunny
and warm disposition that she
exudes radiance wherever s h e
goes.
My first lady, on the flight
down, at the Governor's invita-
tion. sat opposite him and talk-
ed about politics, civil rights
and a little bit of everything un-
der the sun. As Rachel remarked
to me, as we drove home. "What
a day this has been."
Only
In
America
By HARRY GOLDEN
Pressed
is here to stay. It is standard
fare at the ball park and the Boy
Scout jamborees. There is no
easier way to feed a growing
family of six than by a dozen
hot dogs.
No, what presses t h e ham-
burger, what has made the ham-
burger dress up. Is the pizza.
The pizza has always been as
aried as the hamburger. Down
here in Dixie we have always
been able to avail ourselves of
the eggplant pizza, the meatba"
pizza and the sourdine pizza as
Southerners put it.
Along that highway between
Asheville and Charlotte a tour-
ist can buy as many varieties of
pizza as he can hamburgers. And
in the supermarkets, he can buy
frozen pizzas and pizza mixes
where he has to go to the meat
counter and have chuck ground
if that is his wont.
In Shea Stadium, a ball fan
can buy a pizza as readily as he
can buy a hot dog, but it is my
impression hot d o g devotees
stick to hot dogs, but hambur-
ger devotees are switching.
While the pizza is Italian in
origin, I am willing to bet more
pizza is consumed in South Caro-
lina in one day than in Tuscany
in a rnon'h. In fact, there's a
pizza} • ,tand outside of one
South 
—lina town that has
yet to construct a library for its
citizenry.
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AKAs Proud Of Their
Scholarship Winners
Miss Varnell Logan, a 19651 alize the most envied experts
graduate of LeMuyne College, is
another recipient of a four year
Oscholarship from Beta Epsilonthapter of Alpha Kappa Alpha
Sorority. During Miss Logan's
junior year at LeMoyne she we
selected as an international ex-
change student, serving in Sier-
ra Leone W. Africa.
In Sierra Leone, Miss Logan
had to work, live and get to
know the natives. Through these
channels, a lasting bond of
friendship and a better image
of the United States was estab-
lished. Upon her return to the
United States, she has shared
her experiences with various
groups of the city and Tri-State
area through movies, lectures,
and slides.
Miss Logan is now a member
of the faculty at Hanley Ele-
mentary School, and the daugh-
ter of Mrs. Mabel Logan, 3288
AkAmherst Street.
Alpha Kappa Alpha Sorority
was the first to award a scholar-
ship to a student at E. H. Ci-ump
Memorial Hospital. Miss Burnie
Williams, a member of the first
graduating class of Crump lios
pital, received a full three year
scholarship. Since completing
her work at Crump she has
passed the boards and also done
work as an IN at Oceanside
California, Iowa, and Tuskegee
Alabama. During the past sum-
mer, while on vacation, visit
log her husband's relatives, she
served as nurse for the head-
start Program at Clarksdale
Mississippi. She is now the v.ife
of Dr. Chancey Daughertery o
Ashville, N.C.
Through its scholarship fund
Beta Epsilon Omega Chapter o
Alpha Kappa Alpha Sorority has
helped many women complete
*heir college work, and also re-
It •
ences.
To further its scholarship 
fund, Alpha Kappa Alpha Sor-
ority will stage the first Dis-
cotheque Dance of the Bluffl
City at Curries Supper Club.'
The dance will be held this
Friday night (tomorrow night). ,
Casual dress, prizes, a Savings'
VARNELL LOGAN
Bond, to the lucky ticket holder,
which one need not be present
to win, are the main features
of the evening. All of this has a
very serious purpose: to sup-
port the sorority's Scholarship
Fund.
Make a datel with AKA
at their
Dance, Discotheque
According to the various com-
mittees, the tickets are going
exceedingly Well. If you have
not purchased your ticket, con-
tact any member of the sorority
now.
Miss Velma Lois Jones is
basileus and Mrs. Anna Benson
is chairman of publicity. kee Stadium in minature."
U.S. Negro Jobs Still Lower Level
WASHINGTON (N P I) —
Progress in the upgrading of
Negro employment bogged I
down across the nation last
week in U.S. civil service jobs,
apprenticeship training, and
private industry.
While the percentage of Ne-
groes employed by the federal
government is proportionate to
their numbers, most Negroes
are concentrated in lower-pay-
ing civil service jobs, it was re-
vealed.
Of the 38 District of Colum-
bia departments and agencies, apprentice trainees are Ne-
two have no Negroes above the groes, although 23 per cent of
GS-4 level and 13 have none the city's population is Negro.
Enrollment in the school is
determined by labor-mange-
ment committees, which man-
age to keep apprentice rolls
almost totally white. In some
trade fields, there are no Ne-
gro trainees at all.
Negro leaders blame the
"father-son" system for keep-
ing Negroes out of trade ap-
prenticeships. In most trades,
eligibility for apprenticeship is
determined by a reference
from one's father or a rela-
tive, a factor which tends to
keep apprenticeship rolls white.
The apprenticeship story was
the same in the nation's card.
tol.
A year ago, the Sheet Metal
Workers Local Union No. 102
had 80 men in its apprentice-
ship programs, none of them
Negro.
This year, the number of ap-
prentices is up to 124, and still
no Negroes.
Of 18 building trades unions
in Washington, only one — the
-"by Mrs. Ouida Catchings, has carpenters — showed a sub-
been appointed to plan the ac- stantial increase in Negro ap-
tivities of the week.
The school is holding "Open
House" all day Wednesday,
above GS-11.
In the District government,
Segroes continued to dominate
The lower grades, although
those in grades 12 through 18
showed an increase from 9.3
per cent in 1964 to 11.3 per cent
this year.
But the actual number of Ne-
groes in such top positions is to
small that percentage gains
are misleading, it was report-
ed.
- —
Walker School
Is Observing
School Week
The Walker Avenue Ele-
mentary School will be in the
spotlight as they observe Ameri-
can Education Week, November
7-13.
A special committee, headed
Nearly 75 per cent of the 26,-
000 unemployed Washington
residents are Negroes. FortY•
seven per cent of the District's
Negro youths ages 18 to '21 are
out of a }ob.
In apprenticeship programs,
across the country, it was the
same story.
In Chicago, Negro leaders
continued their attack on Wash.
burne Trade school, operated
by the Chicago Board of Edu-
cation. As in the past, no more
than 3 per cent of the school's
prenticeship in the last year.
Seven had no Negroes at all.
As in Chicago, union officials
November 10, 1065. denied this was due to racial
A play called, "Instant Edo- discrimination. i
cation", will be presented by "Qualification, that's t c 
the invitation of the local Urban
League to plan an advisory
some Fourth Graders during problem," James McCarthy,
PTA meeting on Thursday night, union financial secretary and 
council to find better jobs for
November 11; 1965 at 7:30 P.M. secretary, Joint Apprentice-
in the school Cafetorium. Mrs. ship Council, explained.
Jerlean Taylor is the program- "We choose our apprentices
mer. on the basis of tests, and we
This year, the theme for the at least one would qualify so
week's activities is, "Invest in we would he able to prove we
Learning". 'don't discriminate," McCarthy
have to take the cream of the Negroes and Post to Ricans.
And on the West Coast, Ne- heavily disguised as a Mich-
gro and Mexican • American iganite he is actually a native
spokesmen told a California Texan. Ile graduated from
State Fair Employment Prac-
tices commission that present
pre-employment testing de-
vices arbitrarily screen out Ne-
groes and Mexican-Americans.
The very style of life of mi-
nority groups tends to pre-con-
dition failure when their mem-
bers compete with white job
seekers in pre-hiring tests, the
leaders said. •
A city-wide conierence on
employment, opportunities was
held in Chicago fiat the Mayor's
Committee for Economic and
Cultural Dev,elopment, the Chi-
cago Association .of Commerce
and Industry, the, Chicago Fed-
eration of Labor-Council of in-
dustrial Organizations, and the
Negro - manned Cosmopolitan
Chamber of Commerce.
DEFENDER
HOPE REGAINED — When the Little League of Bayonne,
Ilew Jersey, recently lost its baseball field which it had
used for 14 seasons, the result n as a community effort that
gave the 800 Bayonne Little Leaguers new and greatly im-
proved playing facilities. Local editors had special praise
for Glendon L. Breedy, Humble Oil and Refining Company
engineer, who is pictured above using surveyor's instru-
ment. Mr. Breedy, as project supervisor, coordinated the
volunteer efforts of more than 105 adults and several times
that many Bayonne Little Leaguers. More than 50 other eni-
ployeea of Humble's Bayonne Plant also pitched in the help.
Mr. Breedy is a graduate of City college of New York. The
city's new Little League Ball Park is being labeled "Yan•
JOIN
THE
STAG
LINE
crop. Ours is a very technical
trade and we have to make
everything we use," said Mc-
Carthy.
McCarthy recalled that last
summer his local had 28 Ne-
groes among its applicants for
apprenticeship training. Of the
28, only five were eligible
scholastically even to take the
apprenticeship test, he said.
None of the five scored high
enough to qaulify for the pro-
gram, he added.
"So help me, I was hoping
said. "We extend ourselves to
bring in Negro applicants, but
they just don't cut in,"
McCarthy explained that the
brighter Negro students go on
to college. Those who are left
don't make the grade, he indi-
cated.
Meanwhile, Labor Secretary
W. Willard Wirtz, disturbed by
an avalanche of job discrimi-
nation complaints, suggested
that federal agencies consider
restoring racial designation on
their personnel forms.
The federal government is al-
so considering requiring job ap-
plicants at the 2,000 U.S. em-
ployment offices to state their
race.
. The purpose, it was learned,
is not to discriminate but to
prevent discrimination by pri-
vate employers and the U.S.
government itself.
Discrimination com-
plaints within the department
have been running "somewhat
higher than I would have "ex-
pected this quickly,"- he said,
adding that he wanted to be
able to find out within 30 min-
utes whether the Department
was living up to anlidiscrimi-
nation laws.
In New York, sixty promi-
nent businessmen gathered at
Hobart Taylor--Even
Those Texans Like Him
By VIRGINIA GUY
WASHINGTON, D. C. — Ho-
bart Taylor, Jr.'s appointment
as director of the Export -
Import Bank could be the most
significant colored job advance-
ment made to-date ; in the na-
tional capitol. Subtle implica
tions are dazzling.
Taylor, former Associate
Legal Counsel to the President
and executive vice-chairman
on the President's Committee
on Equal Employment Oppor-
tunity. has now copped the
first position of international
influence conferred on a color-
ed American.
In his role as director a the
billion dollar Eximbank he will
serve on an institutional board
which promotes U.S. exports lconsmittees for Progress Pro-
gram.
Prairie View State College . .
his father is a very prominent
citizen of our state, and was a
good friend of the late Jesse
Jones. So that backgroind, I
think will certaiuly recom-
mend him to this job."
A few weeks prior to Taylor's
recent swearing-in ceremony
a Washington press conference
was called announcing that the
Plans for Progress portion of
the President's Committee for
Equal Opportunity in employ-
ment would continue as a
peparate program.
The Plans for Progress Ad-
visor,' council consists of senior
corporate executives of 318
companies participating in the
Rights Workers
To Meet For
Ala. Drive Plans
abroad through credit, insur-
ance and guarantee against
loss, in addition to extending
long-term capital loans for the
purpose of subsidizing foreign
purchasers of U.S. goods and
services.
For the first time, a colored
American has been jetted into
a sphere of action in interna-
tional negotiations, and high-
level industrial relations. Soon
no major world power can par-
rot, "We'd like to have a color-
ed ambassador but there are
no American coloreds of suf-
ficient influence in your fi-
nancial structure to help us in
the U.S." . . . There will now
be at least one who can quali-
fy.
White House press secretary
Bill Moyers gave an official
view of the revolutionary ap-
pointment, "Ae these positions
conic up, the President wants
to fill them with people with
experience, training and ability
to best serve the United States,
Hobart had the qualification."
One endorsement from an un-
expected source was Senator
John Tower, right-wing Texas
Republican and member of the
Banking and Currency Commit-
tee, who observed at the time
of Taylor's Senate confirmation
for his post as bank director:
"Although Taylor comes here
ATLANTA — (UPI) — Civil:
rights leaders and representa-
tives of several religious groups
were scheduled to meet to map
out plans for an intensive cam-
paign throughout rural Ala-
bama.
The Rev. Andrew Young, the
executive director of t h e
Southern Christian Leadership
Conference (SCLC) headed by
Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr.,
said that about 10 persons will
attend the planning session.
They will meet to plan "the
next step" in the drive which
King announced earlier.
Young said SCLC officials
will meet with representatives,
of organizations which are
"mainly those that participated
In the Selma to Montgomery
TELL THEM ABOUT
WELCOME WAGON
If you know of a family who has just
arrived in your community, be sure to
tell them about Welcome Wagon. They
will be delighted with the basket Of gins
and helpful information they will receive
from our hostess, a symbol of the com-
munity's traditional hospitality.
,vet • ,
;••,-
1•/,'
Weicornd?, on
.11 •I'
WELCOME NEWCOMERS!
Use this coupon to let us know you're hers
NAME 
ADDRESS 
CITY 
0 Please have the Welcome Wagon Hostess call on
D I would like to subscribe to the
0 I already SubSeribt to the
Fill out coupon and mail to Circulation Dept.,
me
Included arc major Indus-
tries such as Standard Oil, Gen-
eral Motors, Kaiser, Goodyear,
Lever Bros. Pepsi-Cola, Swift
and Westinghouse. These mem-
ber organizations employ over
8.6 million persons.
Taylor's background in his
Detroit law firm and in imp,
tiations with private industry
since his appointment in Sept.
1962 by the late President John
F. Kennedy to the Equal Op-
portunity committee well pre-
pare him to cope with his over-
all participating of American
private enterprise in the In-
dustry Banks Operation.
Concerning Taylor's appoint-
ment one member of private
industry, "out-going Plans for
Progress advisory chairman,"
G. William Miller, president of
the Textron Corp., said "I can
personally say that American
Industry is happy to have a
friend like Hobard as a direc-
tor of the Export and import
Bank."
A knoa ledgeable spokesman
for, Extrobank, applauded Tay-
lor's continued participation in
Plans for Progress as special
consultant to the Vice Pres-
ident by saying, ''It would
foolhardy for them to let Tay-
lor slip through their fingers en-
tirely — he vt as the backbone
of an inital inspiration far Plan
for Progress."
Perhaps, Hobart Taylor re-
alizes that as long as the Negro
feels the professionals alone
afford the ultimate in monetary
security for just that long will
the Nesro be captive of
a no-more than middle class
economy. Economic emanci-
pation lies additionally in the
Chambers of Commerce and
Hallowed Halls of high finance.
When the black man starts
walking through the door of
executive suites and becomes
enmeshed in the financial pow-
er structures he will stand on
more than two inches of carpet
— for across that carpet lies
the short cut to freedom.
EXTENDED LIFE
NEW YORK — (NPI) — The
general council of the General
Assembly, Presbyterian Church,
voted recently to extend the
life of its Commission on tie
ligion and Race for at least
the next three years. The ac-
tion, which had the approval
of the full commission, was
coupled with a request for $200,
000 to operate the commission
in 1967.
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Talladega Grad
To Speak For
Founders' Day
TALLADEGA, Ala. — Mrs.
Esther Randall LaMarr. special
assistant to the Administrator
of Veterans Affairs, Washing-
ton, D.C., will deliver the 98th
Founders Day address at Tal-
ladega College, Sunday.
The Founders Day program
will be held in DeFurest Chapel
on the campus.
Mn. LaMarr la a 1938 gra-
duate of Talladega College;
and has added degrees from
several other institutions. In-
cluding one in law.
Before her appointment June
1, 1964 by President Johnson to
he present position, Mrs. La-
Marc had served as a probate
court officer and Commissioner
for Youth and Chi!tiren's work
in Wayne County (Detroit).
Hundreds of alumni from
about the state and region are
expected for the program. Spe-
cial music will be furnished by
the Talladega College choir,
directed by Frank Harrison.
AUTO LIABILITY - COLLISION
FIRE And HOSPITAL INSURANCE
If you are clean and tired of high rates
If you have lost your license
If you are about to loose your license
If you need an SR-22 filing at once
If you have under age 25 problems
If you need free help, advice, quick
and efficient service, call Now!!
948-7775 or 948-7776
ADKINS INSURANCE &
REAL ESTATE CO.
988 Miss Blvd. Memphis, Tenn...
"I made the scoop of the year...
"But it never hit the headlines.
The City Editor's tough.
Gripes about every comma. Used to gripe
about his cigarettes tasting flat, too.
"One day I gave him a Kool. The first puff
does it. Now he's sold on that extra
coolness...that refreshing taste.
"Word gets around, and
now the whole city
room smokes Kools.
"Mine."
Come up to Kool Filter Kings
winismses Tobircee Corporation
We Welcome the 58th Annual Holy
Convocation of the Church of God In Christ.
M.I.A.
Penn-Champ
ANTIFREEZE
Per Gal.
WE HAVE THE MOST COMPLETE STOCK IN MEMPHIS
ON FRUIT CAKE INGREDIENTS
• No Coupons
• No Stamps!
• No Forced
Purchases.
3511 Park at Highland
973 So. Third
at Walker
1378 Hollywood at
Chelsea
4321 Summer Ave.
3362 Summer at •
Notional
1578 Lamar Ave.
KNIGHTS OF MELROSE — seming as hosts to the recent West Tennessee
Parent and Teachers Association and West Tennessee Education Congress
on the campus of Melrose High school were the Knights of Melrose, a club
at M'Irese High school composed of juniors and seniors who are noted for
gentlemanly qualities, scholarship, good character, and recommendation of
teachers. On front row, from left, are Modis Echols, Michael Brown, Bernard
Tolliver, Larry White, Michael Simmons, Robert Williams, Charles Taylor,
Johnny Brown, Monroe Buggs, Frank Lewis, Perry Webb, and Napoleon
Jones. On second row, same order, Joe Leake, Leslie Wotten, Athol Bowers,
Curtis Jeans, Barry Harris, Ronald Benson, Nathan Littlejohn, George
GO! GO!
CON i ;NENTAL
IN YOUR
FASHION
WARDROBE
We just received o big ship-
ment of the latest style
suits in one and two buttons.
L shaped lapels in the finest
Shark ski, 100% Wool, Wool
and Mohair and blends in fan-
tastic new colors-Iridescent,
maroon, blue, black, green &
many other colors. Also high
collar shirts in all colors-and
collars, tab and button down
and conventional.
Charge Account
LANSKY BROS. MEN'S SHOP
Corner Beale & Second Streets Ph. 525-5401
Whitney, Richmond Littlejohn Odell Horton Lawrence Jones and Eugene
Brayon, sponsor. On third row, same order, are Ryland Acey, Ferdinand
Stroye, J. B. Jones, Lawrence Armour, Calvin Johnson, Athany Taylor,
Willie B. Walker, LaShae Thomas and Joseph B. Matthews, sponsor. On
fourth row, from left, are Robert Tribble, Kenneth Harris, Sidney Gaines,
Charles Boddie, Melvin Smith, Harold Jeans, Postell Clark, Terry 'lards,
Charlie Porter and Willie E. 1..idsey, sponsor. Floyd M. Campbell is prin-
cipal of the school and Ernest Abron assistant principal. (Gene Robinson
Photo)
American Education W e e k,
celebrated November 7-13, is
having intensive observance
this year at Washington High
School.
The Washington Evening
School and the Washington Par-
ent-Teacher Association, h a s
joined with the regular school
faculty and student body in the
presentation of a program de-
signed to carry out the 1965
theme of Education Week, "In-
vest In Learning."
On Tuesday, November 9, day
school students, particularly
Seniors went on an Educational
Tour of the city.
Thursday, November 11,
Open House for all parents will
be observed. Monday, Novem-
ber 15, a public program will
be presented at 7 P. M., at
which time Judge B. L. Hooks
Everything's
old fashioned about
OLD
"New" is not always "hest." That's why today's modern people choose Old Taylor 86 with its rich, old-
fashioned flavor. 78-year-old flavor so smooth and mellow it's better than "new." Try it! Kentucky
Straight Bourbon Whiskey, 86 Proof, The Old Taylor Distillery Co., Frankfort and Louisville, Ky.
--
will be the guest speaker. The
general public is invited to this
program.
A special committee of Wash-
ington faculty members w a s
appointed by Principal J. D.
springer to present the Ameri-
can Education Week Program.
The committee includes Mrs.
Catherine Simmons, chairman
of Public program; Mrs. Faye
Burrow, chairman of Room
exhibits and Open House, Mrs.
F. Taylor and Mrs. Catherine
Johnson, chairmen of Public Re-
lations on varying grade levels;
And Mrs. T. H. Milton and
Mrs. Gretchen Mitchum, chair-
men of decoration committee;
Mrs. A. H. McWilliams, chair-
man, "and Mrs. Vernice Nabrit,
and Miss Rosa Robinson of the
Educational Tour Committee,
and Mrs. A. R. Cash, chairman
of Hostess Committee.
WASHINGTON — (NM) —
The planning session for the
White House Conference "To
Fulfill These Rights," will con-
vene Nov. 17-18 under the cc-
chairmanship of A. Phillip Ran-
dolph, Morris Abram, Atlanta,
and William Colemand, Phila-
delphia.
Primary objectives of the
meeting will be to identify prin-
cipal obstacles in the way of the
President's program for increas-
ed civil rights abd to present
'them at a White House con-
ferenc.! on Civil Eights to be
held next spring.
We welcome Delegates
of The 58th Annual
Holy Convocation .of
The Church of God in
Christ to Memphis.
Beautiful
Silver Blue,
Beige or Black
DESIGN FOR YOU
Speaker
DURHAM, N. C. — North
Carolina College's 18th annual
Founder's Day convocation had.
as its principal speaker Alan J.
Pifer, vice president of the
Carnegie Foundation' for the
Advancement of Teaching.
Held in the college's McDoug•
aid Gymnasium, the occasion.
honored the memory of Dr.
James Edward Shepard, who
founded the ii.stitution in 1910
and was its president until his
death in 1947.
A native of Boston, Pifer is a
graduate of the Groton School.
He received the A.B. degree
with honors from Harvard Col-
lege in 1947 and studied at
Emanuel College, Cambridge
University, England, during the
1947-48 academic years as reci-
pient of a Lionel de Jersey Har-
vard Fellowship.
Pifer, who served in Europe
during World War H, has held
positions as executive secretary
of the U.S. Educational Com-
mission in the United Kingdom,
administering the Fulbright pro
gram from 1948 to 1953; and as
executive assistant, executive
associate, vice president, and
acting president of the Carnegie
Corporation of New York Cont-
monwealth Program from 1953
to 1965.
Ile has been vice president I rf
the Carnegie Foundation for the
Advancement of Teaching since
1963.
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Owen College Makes Plans For Coronation
Students and faculty mem-
bers of Owen College are mak-
ing preparations for the Coro-
nation Ceremonies for Miss WDIA radio staiion will serv
Owen Copege which will be as master of ceremonies. Mis
held Friday night, November 19, Freshman, Miss Sophomore
•,,, ,,,aurearmalaatmesisar
COLLEGE FUND LADIES IN EBONY FASHION FAIR PLANS
Leaders of the Women's Division of the United Negro Col-
lege Fund makes plans for the Ebony Fashion Fair, set for
Nov. 12. From left, they are Mrs. Walter Lowe, 4950 S.
Greenwood; Mrs. Harry C. Gibson, 6754 S. St. Lawrence;
Klansmen May Be Jailed
WASHINGTON — (UPI) — It
,may take a while, but Congress.
'men investigating the Ku Klux
Klan are confident that unco-
operative Klansmen eventually
will wind-up behind bars.
j'They're all going to jail," is
gfe way one member of the
.House Committee on Un-Ameri-
can Activities put it.
:One after the other, some with
great difficulty, the kleagles,
kludds, klokards and the like
have read out prepared state-
ments citing the 5th and other
cobstitutional amendments as
their reason for refusing to an-
swer. In addition, Klan officers,
which almost all of them arc,
have declined to turn over to
the committee the secret son -
Mrs. Alma Rice, 936 E. 46th St., and Mrs. Clyde L. Rey-
nolds, 2951 S. Parkway. Mrs. Lowe is chairman. Mrs.
Reynolds is one of the co-chairmen.
For Contempt Of
ety's records as ordered by sub- cords he
poena. This latter action could
mean jail.
Committee members point out
that the Klansmen are well with-
in their rights to cite the .5th
amendment's protection against
self-incrimination when it comes
to not answering questions.
But they say the 5th does not
protect the reluctant witnesses
from being cited for contempt of
Congress for failure to produce
Ce subpoenaed records.
holds
capacity.
The case In question also In-
volved a recalcitrant witness be.
fore the Committee on Uri-
American Activities.
The Committee probably will
recommend contempt citations
early next year, when Congress
is back :n session. After the
House passes on the recommen-
dation — and there's little doubt
it will approve — the case goes
The Committee's confidence to the U.S. Attorney for the Dis-
that the courts will sustain con- trict of Columbia. He presents
tempt of Congress citations is it to a federal grand jury, and
based on a 1960 Supreme Court the Klansmen could end up being
Decision. In that case, the high tried in Federal District Court
court declared that an official here.
Then, after all that, the Corn•
mince can again subpoena the 1
of an organization cannot rely
on the 5th to refuse to supply re-
THEY MAKE BAIL
7 Free In Dixie
Church Arson
• •COVINGTON, La. — (UPI)
— Seven white men charged
with the Aug. 3 burning of two
Slide), La. Negro church build-
ings were free on bond.
Sheriff George Broom had
ordered their arrest and charg-
ed each of the seven with two
counts of aggravated arson.
Bond was set at $10,000 each.
Kin Of Lester Teachers
Found Dead In Mo.
Mr. Preston E. M. Lemon, son
of the late Rev. & Mrs. P. A.
Lemon, Sr., was found dead in
his home at 6034 Jefferson
Street, Berkeley City, Missouri,
on October 26, 1965.
Ile was the husband of the
late Mrs. Ellen C. Robinson
Lemon, who died in January,
1963, and the brother of P. A.
Singleterry, all of rural St.
Tammany Parish.
They were charged with fir-
ing the Providence Baptist
Church and the Hartzel
Methodist Church recreation
center, about eight miles apart
on opposite sides of Slidell, in
the Southeastern corner of the
parish.
Meanwhile, in neighboring Raynor, Gipson and Oscar
Washington Parish, a grand Anderson were charged addi-
jury was prepared to ignore tionany with aggravated hat-
a state attorney general's rut- tery in the July, 1964, flogging
ing and call itself into session or Clarence O'Berry, a white
to -review the case of a Bogs' man.
iusa, La., white man accused
in the nightrider slaying of a
Negro deplty sheriff.
Broom identified the arson
suspects as L. M. Raynor, Ver-
non E. Bailey, John Gipson,
I ,Braketield also were charged tie Anderson, Oscar Ander-
Clayton Hickey and Louis with aggravated battery in the
flogging. Bonds were set at
$2,500.
Broom said the seven arson
suspects all pleaded the Fifth
Amendment when questioned,
about their activities on Aug.!
3.
O'Berry was beaten by a
group of robed men who ac-
cused him of mistreating his
wife.
Herbert Gornor and Harold
The sheriff said the church
fires were set by separate 
Congress
in his official wanted records and, if refused,
can begin it all over again.
The Committee recessed its
hearings until Tuesday, when
it plans to resume its in-depth
examination of Klan activities in
Georgia.
Klansman Robert L. Bing, a
39-year-old truck driver from
Stockbridge, Ga., refused to con-
firm or deny the existence of
"The White Band," an ultra.
secret group within the Klan,
reportedly created to "do special
violence" to Negroes and others.
Bing was identified as "Exalt-
ed Cyclops," or chief officer, of
Clayton County, Ga., Klavern
No. 52, a unit the committee
says trains other Klansmen in
terrorist techniques.
Mt. Vernon Is N.Y. NAACP Target
MT. VERNON, N.Y. — (UPI) tion in school districting, teacher
— More than 200 civil rights recruitment or assignment.
demons:rators picketed the 
board of education's monthly HITS JURY SYSTEM
meeting to protest the alleged LOS ANGELES — (Nil) —
failure of the board to solve The Alabama jury system, as
school integration problems. it pertains to the conduct of
The demonstration followed the trial of Thomas Coleman
for the slaying of an Episco-
palian seminarian and the
wounding of a Catholic priest,
was rapped by the Rt. Rev.
John E. Hines, presiding bish-
op. Episcopal Church in the
United States.
Participating in the centen-
nial celebrations at St. Paul's
Church, he called the Rayne-
lot adjacent to the board of ville ( Ala.) trial "a travesty
education building, of justice," adding "Surely this
Mt. Vernon's Supt. of Schools, is not the price we must pay
Dr. John Henry Martin, said in for the jury system. It is a
a statement that he regretted fearful price extracted . • . by
the demonstration "very much." people whose prejudices lead
them to sacrifice justice upon
the altar of their irrational
fears."
an NAACP announcement that
Mt. Vernon would be their first
"target city" in a statewide
series of anti-segregation de-
monstrations.
NAACP members, represen-
tatives of the Congress of Racial
Equality (CORE), and member,'
of 12 oth.lr civi: rights groups
picketed with signs in a parking
John J. Yann..ntuono, board of
educatioa president, denied al-
legations there was diserimina-
The Cultural Scene
The Fast
Gourmet
BY POPPY CANNON
On lower Park Avenue ill the Murray Hill dis-
trict, where the skyscrapers have only recently be-
gun to rear their spires amongst the quiet of the
Morgan era mansions, there is a small hotel, the Sher-
aton-Russell. Recently a small fortune has been spent
"demodernizing"!
Ted Rutt, a young Englishman "with a lot of
old ideas" has introduced his leisurely continental
notions into the (finings rooms. 1 of them, the Wind-
sor Room, looks for all the world as if it belongs in
one of the sunnier stately homes of England. Great
stress is laid upon cooking at the table with style and
flare. "Everything must be ready; it is, after all, it
performance and should be flawless."
Shamelessly, we took notes; shamelessly, p u r-
loined and adapted the recipes. At the Russell, they
serve to each person a whole small deboned chicken.
We use chicken breasts. The chicken should be cook-
ed only two thirds done in the kitchen; finished with
drama in front of the guests.
BONELESS BREAST OF CHICKEN
FLAMED WITH WHISKEY*
For each person, provide a whole chicken breast,
Remove the skin and the bone, using a small sharp
knife. In a large skillet, heat 1/8 pound butter (half
a stick). Sprinkle the chicken breasts with a few
drops of lemon juice and then lightly with salt and
;pepper. Remove any straggly bits. Saute quickly,
first on one side, then on the other, only about 2 or
3 minutes on each side. Remember that it is easy to
overcook a breast of chicken. Keep warm until serv-
ing time. Set on a warmed silver platter or other heat-
proof tray. At the table have ready a chafing dish
or an electric skillet. Melt 4 more tablespoons butter;
add 8 diced fresh or frozen mushrooms. Cook about
2 minutes. Sprinkle with salt and pepper. Add the
chicken. Pour on I cup heavy cream. Heat until bub-
bles appear all around the edges. Meanwhile, slightly
warm 1/i, cup Scotch whisky. Set alight with a match
and pour over the chicken. Mix and serve.
WINDSOR ROOM DINNER MENUE
Clamato Juice Cocktail
Boneless Breast of ('hicken Flamed with Whisky*
Wild Rice
Tossed Asparagus Salad Maurice Dressing
Apple and Almond Tart
CLAMATO JUICE COCKTAIL . . . Combine
equal parts well-chilled clam juice and tomato juice
cocktail. Add a squeeze of lemon and a dash of Wor-
cestershire.
BONELESS BREAST OF CHICKEN FLAMED
WITH WHISKY* ... See starred recipe.
WILD RICE . . . Have you discovered cooked
wild rice in cans? It's a joy and not much more ex-
pensive.
TOSSED ASPARAGUS SALAD .. . Place crisp,
chilled salad greens, including shredded green Savoy
cabbage, in a garlic rubbed bowl. Arrange chilled,
cooked or canned green asparagus tips radiating like
spokes of wheel from the renter. Garnish with sliced
radishes and pickles.
MAURICE DRESSING . . . Blend together 3't
cup salad oil, 1% cup wine vinegar, teaspoon salt,
14 teaspoon pepper. 2 tablespoons chopped chives, 1
hard cooked egg (finely chopped), 1 teaspoon A-1
Sauce.
APPLE AND ALMOND TART ... From a warm-
ed apple pie (bakeshop or frozen) remove carefully
the top crust, leaving rim intact. Melt 1/-i cup currant
or chabapple jelly with 1 ttblespoon ;berry. Spoon
over the exposed apples; sprinkle generously with
slivered almonds.
Sigma Gamma Rho To
Observe Anniversary
Like it trucker confronted with forest of trees
to be hauled to the mill, Walt Bellamy has his work
cut out for him.
It is strictly his job to prove that he isn't the
bum fans are being told he is and that he is the great
player he believes he is today.
Bellamy is the six-foot, 11-inch
basketball center who first came in-
to national prominence at the Uni-
versity of Indiana, from which he
graduated in 1961. Until the Balti-
more Bullets traded him recently to
the New York Knickerbockers, many
fans believed him to be one of pro
basketball's super-stars.
'1`te had reached the $35,000 sal-
ary bracket. He was always good for
a .500-plus average on field
-goal at-
tempts. And he, perhaps more than any other cen-
ter, was capable of giving trouble to those non par-
ells, Wilt Chamberlain and Bill Russell.
But, in the wake of the trade, Bellamy has been
manhandled in the press as no athlete has been since
the coming of Sonny Liston who, in turn, got more
sour ink than any gladiator since Jack Johnson.
Baltimore Coach Paul Seymour and General
Manager Buddy Jeannette almost fought each other
for the job of telling Bellamy they were sending him
away. They were happier with the trade than a cou-
ple kids suddenly bequeathed a change of ice cream
stores. They maligned the player with glee.
at 8 p.m. in the school's gym-
nasium.
Herbert "K" Kneeland of
and representatives of the va-
rious organizations on the cam-
pus will serve as members of
C the Queen's Court.
s Contestants for "Miss Fresh-
man" were M'ss Adean Bowen,
Miss Petry Ann Chinn Mira
Elizabeth Hill, Miss Paula Bras-
well, and Miss Brenda Perkins.
"Miss Sophomore" contes-
tants included. Miss Shirley
Bryant and Miss Ruthie Cun-
ningham.
The young ladies vieing for
the coveted title of "Miss Owen
'College" were Miss Honorine
Cooper, Miss Gurley Davis,
Miss Audrey Gillespie, Miss
Thelma Nelms, and Miss Erma
Gant.
Committees have been or-
ganized in order to make this
iyears Coronation Ceremonies
and Coronation Ball most suc-
cessful.
Chairmen and co-chairmen of
the committees include. De-
corations, kiss Tina Bryant,
chairman, Miss Lavern Wathal.
co - chairman; Refreshments
Miss Shirley Turner, chairman.
Miss Gladys Palmer, co-chair-
man; Entertainment., Charles
Monger, chairman, Raymond
Montgomery, co • chairman;
Publicity and Program, Joseph
Bell, chairman, Miss Gurley
Davis, co.chairman; and Court
Committee, Miss Ann Rodgers,
chairman and Miss Pauline
Hodges, co-chairman.
The Coronation Ball will im-
mediately follow the Corona-
tion ceremonies
4g. Det Youg
GOOD MORNING
SPORTS!
1 rls„
Work For Walt
AS, 141('‘o
He was, they said, uncoachable. Selfish. A some-
times-loafer. Uncommunicable. "He whined all the
time," one writer said, "He was only interested in
his own scoring records," said another. "Goodbye and
good riddance," was suddenly Baltimore's theme-
song. And Baltimore sang it, knowing that, one night.
Walt Bellamy might come back to haunt the town
with the greatest scoring and rebounding outburst
seen since Dr. James Naismith invented the game.
One of Bellamy's defenders claims that "they
just don't understand him. He's an intelligent, sen-
sitive man. He takes basketball seriously — and he
never went for some of that kidding around other
athletes take,"
But another source, one who knows about the
case and has no axes to grind with or over him,
said:
"He's a kook. Get to know him well and you'll
see. In the first place, he thinks he is as good as NVilt
Chamberlain, and he isn't. He thinks he's as good as
Bill Russell, and he isn't. Unlike Chamberlain, he
isn't a true athlete. He had every chance to make it
groups simultaneously at 12:55 
big in Baltimore, but he didn't. He was rude to the
a.m. Aug. 3. He said gasoline lyric soprano. press. He wanted to charge for pictures. He wouldn't
fire bombs triggered by match- Because it has become the chapter of the Sorority; min go on radio or on television unless he WAS paid. His
m taped to burning cigarettes, fashion to cast singers in terms Louis Public School System Ne ttye Rupert, Anti-Basileus, attitude was bad."
were used to set the blazes,  of vocal, rather than physical, Weathers understood quite 
well
Forte, teacher at Lester Ele- Oscar Anderson was identi- 
color, most reviewers did not how her role fits into the con- and serves as Basileus of Alpha Mrs. Elizabeth Plaxico, Gram-
Upsilon Chapter of Sigma mateus, Mrs. Lillian Loggins, A 
On his arrival in New York, Bellamy issued noLemon, Jr., Mrs. Bertha J.
mentary School and Mrs. Z. Loisas e groupleader an 
mention that Miss Weathers is test of the whole ope n. She defense for himself. Instead, he expressed himself astied th d Afro-American. Amen! had fine intelligence anJ musi.,Gamma Rho Sorority, Inc., of Anti-Grammateus, Mrs. Marie "
Taylor, teacher of voice andlhe suspects allegedly gathered Miss Weathers first came to ciansh'p, acted most convined East St. Lou Lis. Ill. . Adams, Tamiochus, Mrs. being happy to get out of Baltimore. "Ws good to
,
piano, with studios at 1616 South at his home, the attention of the Met when ingly, and sang with technical! Mrs. Stewart who has taught Charle P. Roland, Campus Co--
Parkway East, all of whom live At the time of the Slidel she won second place in the finish, 1 in the East St. Louis schools ordinator. Mrs. Minnie V. MI-
in the city of Memphis. His fires, there had been no racial 1956-57 auditions. she used the No one acclaimed M is s!for twenty five years was onejois, Parliamentarian and Mrs.
death was attributed to natural tension or civil rights activity money to study at Indiana Uni-
causes. ,,,,..--- - - I in the area. versity. Later, another Met
By RAOUL ABDUL
NEW YORK (ANP)— An-
other young woman from St.
Louis, made an unheralded de-
but at the Metropolitan Oper a
last Thursday evening singing
a major role in Tchaikovsky's
opera "Queen of Spades." The
first St. Louis woma, was
Grace Rumbry, the second —
Felicia Weathers, a genuine
award enabled her to study in
Europe where she eventually
appeared in major opera helms
in Kiel, Vienna and Munich.
For her metropolitan Opera
debut, Mr. Bing choose the role
of Lisa in the "Queen of
Spades." Because of the nature
of the opera, based on a story
by the Quadroon writer Push-
kin, the opera does not offer
Its singers the kind of material
which leads to loud "Bravos."
This may be a good sign. Miss
Weathers "the greatest voice of
the season.'"
The members of Omicronrelementary school in that sys-
Chapter of Sigma Gamma Rho tern. She was also the first Ne-
Sorority, Inc., will observe gro to serve as President of
their forty-third anniversary the East St. Louis Branch of
Founders' Day Program Sun- the Association for Childhood
day, November 14, at 5 p.m: Education International, she is
at the St. John Baptist Church, a charter member of the An-
640 Vance Avenue. nette Youth Center and la
The Founders' Day speaker presently serving as president
will be Mrs. Catherine L. Stew- of the Board of Directors of
art. Central Region Board that organization. She is a
Member and Campus Co-ordi- member of the NAACP.
nator of the Central Region, Mrs. Ethel D. Watkins, Is
East St. Louis, Illinois. Mrs. Basileus of the local graduate
Stewart is with the East St.
of the first Negro teachers to Bernice R. Cole, Epistoleus and
be assigned to an integrated Program Chairman,
know somebody wants me." he said. He said he want-
ed to do everything he could to help the Knicks win.
And he looked good in the first couple, three game,.
he played.
•
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Whatever happend to our column last week? We were as
befuddled as you, we've accused gremlins and the like but they
tell us that these things happen in the fourth estate and ac-
cording to Robert Burs, "The best laid plans of mice and men
often go awri".
However we'd like to tell you in a "clearer fashion", about
the club meeting Mrs. Lucille 11. Brewer had when she enter.
tamed the Noon Day Revelers in the South Room of the Shera-
ton Motor-Inn.
The ladies were very becomingly attired in bright fall
colors for that Sunny Saturday afternoon and the very day itself
helped to set the tone of the pleasant meeting.
These ladies who were enjoying Mrs. Brewer's hospitality
were !Mesdames Willette Humphrey, Leath Jones, Ruth Watson,
Lillian Jones, Omega Shelton, Fannie Johnson, Alphones liuni-
cult, Ruth Ester, and alaudeen Seward. Mrs. Vivian Johnson
and Mrs. Carrie Nabors were the members who were unable to
attend.
Guests were Mesdames Debora Thompson, and Claudia
Foster and Misses Harry Mae Simons, Cornelia Sanders, Isabel
Greenlee and Mattie Holmes.
The name of the publication in which the biography of the
late eminent surgeon Dr. G. W. Stanley Ish, Jr., will be includ-
ed is National Cyclopedia of American Biographies and not as
the gremlins wrote it last week.
Hope we can come up to this week's news now, you've
been patient and for that we say, thanks.
Blonde Rose Nell Iles Mak the Sequins Bridge club out to i
Tony's last week for her session. And winning prizes of crystal
ash trays, cigarette holders were Thelma Harris, who came in
tirst; Ruth Mims, second and Almazine Davis third.
Enjoying the cuisine of the famed establishment were Helen
Prater, Mildred Williams, Margaret McWilliams, Grace Bran-
don, Ida Mae Lockard and Juanita Crenshaw.
New John Taylors Off
On Bahama Honeymoon
r The wedding a as directed by
A honeymoon trip to the Ba— a close friend of the bride's
aarnas followed the wedding
mit reception of Air Force Lt.
and Mrs. John J. Taylor, Jr..
-in Sunday October 31.
The lovely young bride is the
'ormer Marilyn Isiabel, daugh-
'er of Mr. and Mrs. Clarence
Isabel on Hanley Street.
The bridegroom's parents are ceremony and among them
air. and Mrs. John J. Taylor, were Mrs. Ida Wong. aunt of
Sr., on Jeanette. the bride from Cleveland,
Ohio; the bride's brother
The mid-afternoon ceremony James Isabel, from Cincinnati,
was read by Rev. J.M. Dog- Ohio; Miss Thelma Brown, one
Zen, in the Collins Chapel CME
Church, where the bride's Ei-
ther is a member. Rev. Dog-
I,ett is pastor of Mississippi
Blvd. Seventh Day Adventist
Church of which the bridal pair
ire members.
The reading of the vows was
preceded by a program of nup-
tial music rendered by the
bride's sister, Mrs. McCann L.
Reid at the organ and soloists
Mrs. Thelbert Martin and Al-
fred Motlow,
family, Mrs. J. B. Boyd who
was striking in a long blue
gown which proved a perfect
foil for her auburn hair.
Several out of town relatives
and friends of the bridal pair
came to witness the candlelit
of the bride's teachers at Tus-
kegee; and the groom's uncle,
Leroy Taylor from Cleveland.
Miss Erma Clantou intro-
duced guests to the reeeiving
line. Registering the guests
were Misses Ann Suttles, Gwen-
dolyn Fife and Rose Peterson.
Misses Tommie Matthews, Cur-
lene Hamilton, Aubrie Bryant
and Mrs. Linda Isabel, sister in
law of the bride were hostess-
es.
The wedding scene was pie- Among the many relatives
turesque with huge baskets of and friends at the church cere-
monygladioli in the sanctuary and were Mr. and Mrs.
George. Isabel. McCann Reid.candelabras flanking the bri-
Mrs. Rosa !Mem Miss Diane
ary during the ceremony were
dal arch. Circling the sanctu-
Taylor. Mrs. D. Ilendree.
.uel Branch. Mrs. L. Haralson,bridemaids Mrs. Carolyn Cash,
the bride's sister, Miss Lois 'Mrs. L. Funches, Mrs. Wister
Smith, Mr. and Mrs. Fred
Moore, Mr. and Mrs. L. John.
eon. Mr. and Mrs. B. B.
Branch, Mrs. E. M. Sherman,
Mrs. M. Smith, Mr. and Mrs.
Otis Pleasant, Mrs. Gloria
Miss Maedelle Smith was Perkins. Mrs. Jerry Armour,
maid of honor. Mrs. Alexander Turner, Mrs.
The bridesmaids wore green Bernice High, Mr. and Mrs.
crepe and velvet dresses and A. Stanbeck, Mrs. oia Mairley,
the maid of honor wore a con- Mrs. Annie Caples, Mrs. G. Mc-
trasting gold. The bodice tea- Leod, Mrs. M. Shurrell, Miss
lured a scoop neck and elbow Bernice Hendree, Mrs. Jennie
length sleeves. The skirts were Weir. Mr. and Mrs. M. I. Le. 
JeanWong, the bride's cousin
from Cleveland, Ohio; Mrs.
Harold Sims. the groom's sis-
ter from Indianapolis. Indiana:
and Miss Eddie Dale Ford.
sheath and floor length. noir, Mr. and Mrs. Z. Shields
Their small matching hats and Mrs. Charles Mitchell.
were made of one large Dutch-
ess rose each and small French Seen congratulating and wish-
veils They wore matching big the happy couple continued. 
slippers and short white gloves, happiness at the reception
Marilyn wore an original which was held at the Winder.
gown designed by Bridellure of mere Town and Country Club
bridal satin The bodice was and was catered by Jesse King,. 
fashioned with a portrait neck- who spent the summer in New-
line and the sleeves were long port catering for Mrs. JEK's
mother, were: Mrs. Othella S.and tapered to petal points,
one to her hands. ,Shannon. Mrs. Annie Belle Phil-lips. George Clarke and his
The skirt adjoinedthe ice daughter, Natalie Mrs Willie
with soft folds forming a dome E. Lindsay, Sr.,' her. young
shape skirt. The very full fan
shaped train was chapel length.
Her veil of misty English illu-
sion was secured in place by a
small cluster of rose buds and
billies of the valley. It was
triple tiered and shoulder
length.
She carried a bouquet of
white orchids.
. Captain Harold Sims, the
groom's brother-in-law from
Indianapolis, Indiana was best
man. Ushers were Sylvester
Washburn, Isiah Woody, Jo-
seph Isabel. the bride's bro-
ther and Lawrence Johnson.
Janice Catchings, the bride's
cute little niece was flower
girl and her nephew, Anthony
Isabel was ringbearer.
Mrs. lsable chose a gold lace
dress with a sequinned gold
jacket. Mrs. Taylor was very
becomingly attired in an aqua Mrs. N. Wright. Mr. and Mrs.
dress with matching hat. C. Williams, Mrs. C. Blakely,
The bride and groom left for Mrs. Katie Hunter, Ozie
a honeymoon in Nassau. Baha- Hirsch. Mrs. Jewel Gentry Hut-
mas and will live in Spring- bert, Mr. and Mrs. James
Donaho, and Miss Valeria
Smith.
Other guests extending fell-
field. Massachusetts where the
groom is stationed at Westover
Air Force Base.
daughter, Agnes and her son
Willie E. Lindsey, Jr., Mr. and
Mrs. E. Patterson, Mr. and
Mrs. Terry Addison, Mrs. Val-
eria Montague, Eugene Bass,
Mrs. Porter Osdy, Leonard
Shields, Mrs. J. H. Doggett,
wife of the minister who perfor-
med the wedding, Miss Joyce
Glason, Mr. and Mrs. C. John-
son, Miss Nettie Porter, Mrs.
Charles Ward, Mrs. E. Mar-
tin, Mr. and Mrs. J. Isabel,
Miss Linda Jackson. Miss Elea-
nor Porter, Miss Janice Por-
ter, Mrs. D. McGee, Mrs. Ber-
nice A. E. Calloway and Mrs.
C. Shaw.
Teasing the groom who was
named an eligible bachelor in a
leading publication this past
June were Mrs. W . Phillips,
Wright. Mr. and Mrs. C. Wil.
Models were Joan Strickland, Lemmie Lowery, Lula Hill,
Katherine Nelson ' and teenage models, Patricia Milan, who
WRS crowned, "Junior Miss Los Modelette", Jacquelyn Taylor
and Carolyu Little,
Vivacious Joyce Weddington was narrator.
The sororities met Saturday and the AKAs had a lively ses-
sion with hostesses Mae Davenport Fitzgerald, Fannie Delk,
Bebe Fingal, Lillian F'isher and Mertis Ewell who Vas Chair-
man.
Probates providing entertainment for the sorors were Les-
ter Webb Mason, Janella Pringle, June Billops Lettings, Evelyn
Thomas Robertson, and Margaret Hubbard Strong.
The sorors also entertained themselves with a talent show,
pantomines, music and dancing, even discotheque dancing
which seem to have been a continuation of that fabulous dance
they gave Friday night where Betty Anthony won the U.S. Sav-
ings Bonds.
The Sigmas were talking about their Founder's Day pro-
gram which will be Sunday at St. John's Baptist Church on
Vance, when they met at their Sorority House.
Hostesses were hlozetta Vaughn and Willette Bowling. Speak-
er for their program will be Mrs. Catherine L. Stewart of East
St. Louis, Illinois.
The Deltas had a whole slew of hostesses when they nu'
at the Sheraton-Motor Inn and they were Norma Griffin, Bea.
rice Luther, Vera Howell, Barbara Savage, Laura Dean, Othell,,
Shannon, Marion Morrison, Juanita Williamson, Alfrannetta
Bracey, Pearl Bruce, Lois. Tarpley, Frances Hooks, Elsie Bai-
ley,and Dorothy Westbrooks, chairman.
Naturally they were talking about their fashion show, the
Ebony Fashion Fair that is, which they present each year to
benefit their scholarship fund. It'll be November 17, in the
Music Hall at the Auditorium,
It was election time for the Zetas when they met at the
Flame with Marvis Doggett, Lelia Flagg, Sarah Dixon, Gloria
Denton and Annie Frazer as hostesses.
Taking the helm as basileus was Earline Somerville.
Yvonne Hawkins is first anti-basileus, Mae D. Houston, second;
anti-basileus, Lillian Stokes, Grammateus; Annie Frazier, anti-
grammateus; Carlee Bodye, cpistoleus; Marguerite Cox, tamais; I
Frances Taylor; tamais grammateus and Ethel Isabel, phylac-
ter.
Former Regional Director Pauline Allen conducted the CORVETTES SPONSOR
election, 
I 
DANCE ... Pictured are mem.
And with the teens, teenager Sandra Hill, daughter of Mr..'hers of the Corvettes Savings
and Mrs. Wayne Hill, entertained her friend, Rhynette North- arid Social 
Club during their
cross on her sixteenth birthday with a dinner Party at the Rill 
recent Halloween Dance at the
SATURDAY, NOVEMBER 13, 1
Guests were Helen Shelby and Margurite MeChriston.
Playing bridge with Marie Motlow over the weekend at her
home on Whitmore were her VIP club members and Loretta
Crutcher, her guest, whom she gifted with Jewelry.
VIPS who were also awarded Jewelry for their bridge prowess
were first prier- winner, Emma Jean Stotts, Faye Lewis cap-
turing second, and Maude Gillispie who came up from Cold.
Water to take home the third prize.
Taking part in the c.iy banter of the evening were Valtina
Robinson, Martha Brown, from Coldwater, Velma Lois Jones,
Earline Mobley and Bernice Cole.
The Los hlodelettes' fashion show at Curries Club Tropicana
home on Edward Avenue. Rhynette is the daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Thurman Northcross and both of the little lassies attend
Manassas.
Teenagers helping Rhynette celebrate the occasion were
Francine Guy, Gwendolyn Bowden, Gwendolyn Bowie, Rita
Marvis Morris, Thurman Northcross, Jr., the honoree's
brother; Rommel Childress, Elderidge Childress, James Hern-
don, Jr., Ulysses Cosby and Calvin Cleaves.
Lois and Clifford Stockton have a new arrival, Clifford
Stockton, Jr., who made his debut October 31, at Crump Hospi-
tal. He makes two-year-old, Angela Raye, a "big sister."
Maternal grandparents are Mr. and Mrs. Granville Hemp-
was such a hit, they've been asked to stage it again and this ton and paternal grandparents are Mr. and Mrs. Wilmer Stock
time Sunday at four o'clock at the Vollentine Baptist Church of ton,
which the Rev. W. M. Field.i, Jr., is pastor. And wee Margaret Ann brought her parents, Carrie and
Ellene McGuire is president of this energetic group and the Lester Shell's brood up to five, they're Lester, Jr., Michael,'
others are Lovie Griffin, Ruth Lewis, Helen Littel, Maggie Mor- Andre and Marian.
ris, Sarah Morris, Bettye Rodgers, Geneva Thomas, Verlene Mn. and Mrs. Norman Person on Orgill were all smiles
Tolbert and Rcse Thomas. over the visit of their son, Airman Third Class Winston A. Per-
son,- who visited them from Shepherd Air Force Base in Wi-
chita Falls, Texas, before going to France. He's a teletype op-
erator with his company.
Norma Harriett Person, came home from Rust Colltit
where she's a senior for her brother's visit. Mrs. Person is
well-known policewoman at Bellevue and Kerr.
Carol and Dr. Walter W. Gibson, Jr., and their little
gela Yvonne are in the city with his parents, Dr. and Mn
W. W. Gibson, Sr., on McLemore.
Melanie McWilliams, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. L. W. M
Williams On Willett attended the Youth Rally of the Unit
Church of Christ in Chattanooga over the week-end. She'
president of the CceEttes, a bundle of energy, eh?
Hurry and Get Well Wishes to Walter Marshall who's
Crump, he's Walterine Outlaw's father you know; and W
Sueing, and Abbe Vance who're home from Crump.
Going up to Jackson for the Lane-Fisk football game *
Ernestine Cunningham, Eleanor Currie and Charlotte Poll
The National Shakespeare Company presented "As o
Like It", at Bruce Hall Saturday night to a capacity crowd
Lehloyne's Cultural Activities Committee sponsored the thor-
oughly enjoyable play.
And the high schools saw LaTraviata sponsored by thell.
Memphis Opera Theatre recently in the Concert Hall atlir
Auditorium.
Sound-O-Rama Room of the Fla-
mingo.Front Row from left,
Mrs. Ilelen Bell. %ice president:
Mrs. Ophella Henry, Birthday
and Sick Reporter; Mrs. Shirley
MRS. JOHN J. TAYLOR, JR.. — poses with her feminine
attendants and ring bearer. In the forefront is Anthony
Wayne Isabel. the ringbearer and Janice Catchings, the
flower girl. The bridesmaids are surrounding the bride
cations were Mrs. Rose Marie
Hall, Mrs. Lydia McKinney and
Vera June, Mrs. H. A. Gilliam,
Mr. and Mrs. Marion Harris,
Mr. and Mrs. T. C. Christian,
Mrs. Q. E. Tate, Mr. and Mrs.
Percy Hunt, Mrs. Fannie Fitch,
Mrs. Ludella Crawford, Mrs.
Ruby Chinn and Petry Ann,
Mrs. Inez Gardner, Mrs. Mary
D. King, Mrs. Roy Love, Mr.
and Mrs. Commodore Primous,
Mrs. Barbara Edwards. Mrs.
Geraldine Smith, and Mrs. Ir-
ma Ivy.
Chatting with the groom's
sister and brother-in-law, Lana
and Captain Harold Sims and
reminiscing with them over
wedding which was about three
years past were Mrs. Melvin
Malunda, Jr.. Mrs. Longino
Cooke, Jr.. Mrs. Carl Stotts
who had her little daughter,
Carla Jean, Mrs. Howard Pink-
ston, Mrs. Willard Bell and Mr.
and Mrs. Charles Sheito.
Guests were really enjoying
the happy occasion with the
young couple who were both
popular during their high
school as well as college days,
the bride a graduate of Melrose
High School was a member of
the Glee Club and was a mem:
ber of the Co-Ettes. At Tuske-
gee, where she was "Miss
Tuskegee," she also sang in
the choir. The groom who has
a bachelors and Masters from
the University of Michigan al-
so sang with the college choir.
Still others congratulating the
couple were Mrs: Fannie M.
Mable, Mrs. Irish Turner, Mrs.
Lucy Gholston, Mr. and Mrs.
Charles Isles and Kathy, Mrs.
B. T. James, Jr., Mrs. James
Boone, Ronald Jones, Miss
Laura Lawrence, Mrs. Minerva
Watkins, Mrs. Pauline Starks,
B. W. Sims, Jr., Malcom Weed,
Mrs. McEwen Williams, Mr.
and Mrs. Noble Powell, Mrs.
S. W. Wilson, Mrs. Rita Jones,
Miss Carolyn Jones, Mrs. Lu-
cille I,eggett, Fred Leggett,
Mrs. Pauline Starks. Mr. and
Mrs. Harold Brooks and many
many more.
Don't Buy A Wig
You Don't Know
Finest quality noit• brand wigs It.
cluding th• f arn u s Merrlwig from.
France. Individually styled and fitted,
for you. No money dawn, small dawn
payment. Let our esperi•nced etylists
oiyo you Oil it. facts before you decide.
BAUMAN WIG GALLERY
Sholbourno Bldg. North
141 N. Manassas St. Ph 527-9511
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left to right" Miss Lois Wong, Mrs. Carolyn Cash, Miss
Maedelle Smith, Mrs. Taylor, Mrs. Harold Sims and Miss
Eddie Dale Ford.
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Curry, reporter; M r s. Louise
Parker, president; back row:
ifrom left, Mrs. lzora Randle,
business manager; J. ('. Wit.'
Hams, treasurer; Miss Jackie
Porter, assistant secretary; arid
Mrs. Elise Bowen, secretary sitkr
chaplin. The purpose of the sir.
ganization is to help less fir.
tun-ate at Christmas.
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social event of the year, accord. 
who visited the fashion centersMg to Mrs. Ernestine Cunning-
ham, general chairman. of Florence, Rome, Paris, Bsi-
celona, London and Germany,Extending its range of high as well as New York and Losfashion selectivity, the interns-
tionally-known show this year 
Angeles.
Mrs. Janet Henson. chairman
will feature creations from Lon- of the ticket committee, saiddon and Germany, as well as ticket reservations can be madeClub met in the Cheater Bry-
0TURDAY, NOVEMBER 15, 1°65
DOUBLE CELEBRATION—All persons attending the birth-
day party at the Flame recently enjoyed themselves when
Mrs. Martelle LaGrone gave the party for her mother, Mrs.
Frankie Williams, and her husband, Johnnie LaGrone, Jr.
Seated, from left, are Mr. and Mrs. Roosevelt Williams,
11111111111111111111111100011111011111111111111911111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111101111111108
Humboldt News
Seen .At Fashion Fair
.DEFENDER
Mr. LaGrone, honorees; Mrs. Jimmie Bryant, Mrs. Laura
Jones. Charles Williams and Mr. and Mrs. Buddy Clark.
Standing, same order, are Mrs. LaGrone, Mrs. Delores Cal-
Han, Ammon Jordan, Mrs. Pauline Wells. Mrs. George
Davis, Mr. Davis and Gilbert Fisher. (Whithers Photo)
TO ATTEND MEET i
Miss Lila Northeross plavts;
to join her sister in St. Louis,I
and the two of them will jour-
ney to Chicgao to attend the
National Nurses Association in
s ssion there. They will stay'II
'he Conrad-Hilton and after
t meeting, wind their way
back to Humboldt where sister
Mable will remain for a few
days.
Exciting Styles To Be
The 1965 version of the Ebony I
Fashion Fair will appear at the
Municipal Auditorium. Wednes-
day, November 17 at 8 P.M.
sponsored by the Memphis Alu-
mnae Chapter of Delta Sigma
Theta Sorority for the benefit
of the scholarship fund and var-
ious charitable organizations
with which the sorority works.
The traveling show presented
, Miss Mable Northcross, who with pneumonia. We do hope by the EBONY magazine is the
is so well known, is so very major fund-raising event of theher a speedy recovery.
generous in helping her sister 
 
chapter, as well as the major
willi the kindergarten, and has .
billions. She is a member of the Bible Unitmade some worth:voile contri-
board of directors of the Anna
Louis. CelebratesMalone Children's Home in St..
ART AND GARDEN
The Gloxinia Art and Garden
from Paris, Rome, and Amen- by contacting the general chair-senhome with Mrs. Bryson and 
man, Mrs. Ernestine Cunning-
ca.
0:1g1 Baskerville as co-hostess. NEW YORK — The Amen- Ten of the nation's most at- ham at 942.5954, Miss Mose Y.lie meeting was opened with a can Bible Society, celebrating tractive female models and one Brooks, chapter president. e46-blamitiful devotion by Mrs. Ora it, moth 
annivertary "Year of male model will display thel(1748, or Mrs. Henson, 946.8657
to the donors for the useful
gift. The center serves between
twentyfive and thirty children
each day, and needs help in
getting more things for the
school. A project is in the mak-
ing, and they will need your
help. Do you know anything
better you could do?
Little Candis Garrett. daugh-
ter of Mr. and Mrs. U.M. Gar-
r rett is in St. Mary's hospital
ears
Ike Gentry. !the Bible" in 1966, is devoting
i ita first floor exhibition space4rection of Mrs. Drusilla Tug-
zurches Help
latest fashions eminating from
such creative couturires a s
Christian Dior, Balenciaga, Yves
St. Laurent, Eleanora Garnett,
Oleg Cassini, Norman Morel!,
Pauline Trigere, Uli Richter, :in
Frederick Starke.
Exciting creations by top Nt
gro designers will also be fca
tured in the show.
The wide array of fashions
in this year's show were select-
ed by Fashion Fair director and
wife of EBONY magazine's pub-
lisher, Mrs. John H. Johnson,
IA special project under the
gle is M full swing and mem-lat the Bible House, Park Ave. /
and 57th St., to Peanuts th, ehers are looking forward to the
'inimitable comic strip createddisplay of the .beautiful tinted
by Charles M. Schultz.
gli lively discussion on tinting The exhibit will run through Re locate Cubans
flowers.
IR:, enjoyed. The holiday plans Thanksgiving.
were presented by the social Entitled, "Good Grief, the
chifirman, Mrs. Baskerville. A Bible in the Comics," the dis- The government will be ask- gees find employment thatvery tasty menu was served af- play features Charlie Brown, ing voluntary agencies including would enable them to becometerivhich the closing motto end- 1 the principal Peanut with his churches to help move refugee self-supporting. The U.S. pro.ecribe meeting.. his perpetually furrowed brow families within 72 hours of their gram provides that public wel--- KINDERGARTEN 
b h
—.
l' h 
land Lucy van Pelt, his chief arrival in Miami, Florida, Mrs. fare and medical assistance will
.
s a 
Shaeltford said. In most cases, be available if necessary, sheJormentor as well as Snoopy,Gillespie Center and see the his floppy-eared dog. Wry andchildren at play on two beau- 
Charlie Brown puzzles
cetieer by the mayor of Hum-j 
uwOM gym sets presented to the wistful,
a wide-range of perplex-
boa and Mr. Nathan Couch. ing problems of life encompass-
The board is deeply grateful ing religion, psychiatry and ed-
. ucation, and comes up with
amusing hard-hitting answers
'nave Something'
- To Sell
Rent
Or Trade?
Let Miss
Defender
Classified
Do It!
CALL JA 6-8397
'
these families are expected to
be moving to areas where they
have relatives or friends.
The role of congregations in
this case will be that of pro-
viding temporary housing and
assistance in helping the rein-
-
Mrs Bobby Jones Bullarn, Fashion Coor-
dinator and Charm Instructor at lints of
Memphis, 1712 Netherwood Ave„ models
an exciting Burgundy and Blur Suit, blue
turban chappeau, exquisite gloves and Sara
said.
Mrs. Shackford asked that
churches willing to participate
in the stand-by program notify
her staff in Room 1062. Inter.
church Center, 475 Riverside
Drive, New York City.
Coventry Jewelry from I nis of Memphis.
You are invited, to visit this unique little
any day between the hours of ten and six.
We welcome your charge • All accounts.
11 Oz.
Pkg.
Page 11
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MEMPHIS' LARGEST FOOD STORES
EAST-5014 POPLAR (AT MENDENHALL)
MIDTOWN-1620 MADISON
This Selection Of Fine Foods Is Strictly To Help Make
Things Easy For Mothers Who Have Children
In School • Shop Montesi Today
U.S. Govt Inspected
Grade A
FRYERS 
4 
32,
Legged Lb
Cut up Pitt; 29lb
Uncle Bens
RICE
Quick Cooking29c
Dixie Lilly
FLOUR
Plain or Self Rising
Bag 3Lb.
U.S.D.A.
URKEY
18 to 22
Lb.
10 to 14
Lb.
FRED MONfESI 
TOMS 35'
HENS 31c Piz
SCOTT, DELSEY, CORNEV7.1
2 Roll
Pkg.
W,4, coupon and $5.00 additional purchase, •xcludirt9 value
of coupon reerchandis• (fr•sh milk products and tobacco also,
excluthrd In compliance with stat• law). On• coupon per
customer. Coupon •ripir•s noon W•dn•scloy Nov. 10th.
ftiontik-'sw°,
Libby's
T20 01"1!:Etp CATSUP 22
Per
Lb.
TISSUE
SCOTT
DELSEY
CORNET
2 "I S
Pkg.
Blue Plate
.Starkist
TUNA 8 ". Can 24c MAYONNAISELimit 3
&Ink Style
at.
CRISCO OIL 38'
48 OZ. BOTTLE
NJ
Zestee
PEACH PRESERVES
18 Oz. Jar
29t
FRED MONIES' %Afb,"
With coupon and 55.00 odditionol purcliou, witcludIng voluitof
coupon morshondis• (Gosh milk products end tobacco else rm.
studied In straitens* with it.,. tow). Ono coupon per customer.
Coop.. espies, atm Wotinte•cloy Nor. 10th.
VW-Selek FRED MONTESI.'''
Rosedale
PEAS
16 Oz. Can
2 For 29c
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MEETING NEW STUDENTS—Three first year students
at Fisk University are seen getting firsthand information
on their new school from Fisk's top administrator, Dr.
Stephen J. Wright, at left. The students are, from left,
Derek C. Caruthers, a graduate of Roosevelt High school,
Gary, Ind.; Thomas Henry Foster, graduate of Burt High
school, Clarksville, Tenn. and Miss Vanita Witherspoon,
Northwest High school, St. Louis, Mo. (Gunter Studio)
Lincoln PTA Sponsors A Fellowship Banquet
The Lincoln Junior g tiling, October 26 in the school
vehool Parent-Teachers As- cafeteria. The theme for the
sociation held its first "Fellow-iprogram was "The P. T. A.
ship Banquet" Tuesday even
-,Meets the Challenge of Change."
\\ I
Red Hot Prices
ACK1110#41 1141g/
BIG 13 cu. 11. 2-DOORNORGErierezator_
NOW
ONLY
AUTOMATIC DEFROSTING
• IN REFRIGERATOR 
SECTION
• lalg separate freezer holds 
111
lbs of from, food
• 
Convonlant clowp %torus
space In both doors
• 
"Quick-Servs" butter ard egg
storage
nen, int :in
YEARS FRORI NOW YOU'LL
BE GLAD ITS A...
Mel:Able In rich CAMPIKImmIll
exterior al
NO EXTRA COST!
SPECIAL
DUPONT 501
NYLON
CARPET
'5" sq. yd.
CALL FOR
REE ESTIMATE
WALLACE
FURNITURE &APPLIANCE
3181 So. 3rd. St. of aroolet 398-6724
USED RANGES
USED REFRIGERATOR
# 90 Day Warranty $29"
A very challenging address
was presented by the speaker,
Joseph Westbrook, Supervisor
of Secondary Education of the
Memphis City Schools.
The president, Mrs. Ernes-
tine Young, presented the fol-
lowing program for the school
year 1965-1966:
October — Membership Drive
November — "Responsible
Parenthood" (Father-Son Night)
December — "Keeping Christ
In Christmas" (Music Depart-
ment)
January - "Teenage Atti-
tudes and Responsibilities"
February — "Our PTA Herit-
age" — Founder's Day
March — "Job Opportunities
and Adult Education"
April — General Election
May — State Convention Re-
ports — Installation of Officers
Other officers of the associa-
tion are Wallace Wilburn, Jr.,
vice president; Mrs. Nedra E.
Smith, secretary; C h a rl e s
Walker, treasurer.
Oliver J. Johnson is princi-
pal and Horace E. King assist-
ant principal of Lincoln.
Valuable Bellini Painting Stolen
RENSSELAER, Ind. — (UPI) lege in 1961 by the late Bohumir
— Federal, state and county au-
thorities were trying to solve the
theft of what may be a valuable
painting from St. Joseph's-Col-
lege, but so far they haven't had
much success.
The painting, taken late Sunday
or early Monday, carried the
signature of renaissance artist
Giovanni Bellini, but some art
experts said it may have been
painted by one of his students.
The painting was donated to
the small Roman Catholic col-
Kryl, Chicago, a Bohemian im-
migrant who once played cornet
under famed bandmaster John
Phillip Sousa. Kryl said he
brought the painting in 1953 in
New York City for only $2,600.
but that he had been offered
$350,000 for it
The Rev. Charles II. Bonet,
president of St. Joseph's, said
the painting could be worth
much more if it was painted by
famed artist Titian, who studied
under Bellini. .,•ald
GOOD TIME
TO GO
SEE ELEGANCE IN THE
1966 CADILLAC
ON OUR SHOWROOM FLOOR
TODAY
Our used Cadillacs
are priced to fit
any budget
1964's
1963's
dillk
e.,, •
• ...-ar" 1:61
-
1962's
This time get
Cadillac distinction and luxury
below the cost of less desirabla
new cars
We have 50 late model cars to choose
from. All makes and models, bank fi
nancing-36 months to pay.
COME NT OR CALL
SOUTHERN MOTORS, INC.
RICA114117ARTIRS Pell TRI WOR1.1rX FINLAY CARR
Factory-approlurd roorrauty amvilable ONLY
from your Cadillac dation.
1141 UNION OPIN Ittutoos 'Mt t IMMO
ros
LINCOLN'S ROOM MOTHERS—Following a recent "Fel
lowship Banquet" sponsored by the Lincoln Junior High
school PTA, room mothers posed with the PTA president.
Seated from left are Mrs. E. Moore, Mrs. E. Young, presi-
'MISS LANE COLLEGE' — Seated on her
throne and surrounded by gifts from her
subjects is Miss Dorothy Barnes, who was
crowned "Miss Lane ('ollege" for the 1965-
dent, Mrs. C. Smith and Mrs. G. Dixon. Standing same or-
der, are Mrs. L. Kemp, Mrs. N. Brown, Mrs. I). Oliver,
Mrs. R. Davis, Mrs. M. Jones, Mrs. F. Simmons, Mrs.
D. Short and Mrs. Maude Hill. (McChriston Photo)
,e•
,
66 school year. She was recently nominat-
ed to "Who's Who in American Colleges
and Universities." (Mark Stansbury Photo)
10•01111W.IM/INe
THE FINEST SHOES
THAT CAN BE MADE
See Lee Wag
For Your
Stacy Adams Shoes
BLACK gr
IROWN
$3 3 oo
You'll 'sear Staey-Adams Shoes ,or
year, they're the finest you can buy. Fine
)atui-craftsanawship ... rich styling ... luxurious
leathers assure you instant and everlasting
comfort — plus smart good looks that'll carry you
throogl% many Beason:.
el BE— ASL—fY• JONES 'RAGLAND
99 South Main
CHARGE ACCOUNTS INVITED 
City College
To Honor
A.P. Randolph
NEW YORK — (ANP) — A.
Phillip Randolph, president of
the International Brothers
of Sleeping Car Porters shice
1925, has been named to re-
ceive City College's Towsend
Harris Medal for "distinguish-
ed postgraduate achievement."
- Randolph, a City College Alu-
mnus (class of 1919), will be
presented with the medal at
the City College Alumni's 85th
Annual Dinner on Thursday
evening November 16, at the
Hotel Astor.
Among the honors that have
been bestowed upon the distin-
guished labor leader are the
Spingarn Award for outstanding
contributions to Negro welfare,
and the Clendenin Award for
outstanding achievements on
behalf of organized labor.
Mr. Randolph was the chair-
man of the first "March on
Washington" movement in the
early 1940's which resultetlial
the first Fair Employal.
Practices Act (executive order
8802) created by President
Franklin D. Roosevelt.
Dorothy Barnes Crowned
'Miss Lane College
Miss Dorothy Barnes is
"Miss Lane College" for the
school year of 1965-66.
The new campus queen is a
senior, an Alpha Kappa Alpha
soror, and was recently nomi-
nated to "Who's Who in Ameri-
can Colleges and Universities."
The coronation for "Miss
Lane College" was held in the
college gymnasium on McKel-
vey, releasing her crown to
Miss Barnes.
Princesses a n d Ladies in
Waiting in the coronation Pro-
cession were Misses Saralee
Lewis, Dorothy Anderson,
Brenda Scipio Jones, Edna Ken-
dall, Dolores Vaulx, Florence,
Dudley, Cathleeen Moffitt, 1.11-1
lie Brown, Joyce Wright, Vale-
rie Pitts, and Carolyn Jordan.
They were preceeded by
princes and dukes in full dress.
Included were Paul Barnes,
Jimmy Donald, Melvin Weak-
ley, Charles Thomas, David
Griffin, Ike Rentrell, Johnny B.
ren Wimberly, and Glenn
Valux.
Master Clarence Howard was
the crown bearer.
The new "Miss Lane College"
was showered with gifts from
all the organizations on the
campus and honored with a
program while she graced her
throne.
Music for the ball which fol-
lowed was furnished by Phil-
lip Reynolds and his orchestra.
VOTE SCHOOL SUIT •
SELMA. Ala. — (NPD —
Members of the United Preshy-
Itenan Commission on Race and
Religion voted to bring suits to
, force integration of adjoining
Wilcox county schools on behalf
of 15 Negro students who were
denied transfers to white
schools. In addition, the CORAR
staff was instructed to investi-
gate the status or Negro teach-
ers in the county whose con-
Seales, Clarence Weaks, War- tracts have not been renewed.
BANK TELLER TRAINEES
CASHIERS—CHECKERS
PBX
-RECEPTIONISTS
TOP JOB IN MEMPHIS AREA
TRAIN NOW—PAY LATER
HIGH SCHOOL EDUC., NOT NEEDED
NO AGE LIMIT,
DAY & EVENING CLASSES
FREE PLACEMENT ASSISTANT
AIR CONDITIONED
CASHIER TRAINING INSTITUTE
•
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VYING FOR 'MISS 1 Nt  ITILE These attractive coeds
at LeMoyne are vying for the college's title of ^Miss
UNCF." Front: Miss Gloria Copeland, a senior of 2371
•
Perry Road. Second row, left to right: Miss Ruthie Jeffer.
son, a junior of 1630 Rayburn, and Miss Jocelyn Jenkins,
•
WIN RIBBONS AND MONEY — Entries
these young girls entered in the Mid-South
Fair won them money and ribbons when
they entered exhibits for the first time. The
Lester High school how: economics stu-
%
le 's-•-.(
'
Al.•• • • '
1 "
a sophiniore of 1425 James. Back: Miss Katherine Turner
a freshman of 7476 Cypress Road. The contestants are
,-aising funds f 0 r the United Negro College
Fund. The winner will participate in the National "Miss
UNCF" Pageant in Cleveland, Ohio early next year.
- - — —
IAPI.OREBS' INVESTMENT CI.UB • . Members of the
Cxploreis Investment Club pose with their wives after
entertaining them with a dinner. Ladles seated, left to
right, are Mesdames Sarah Chandler, Evle Horton, Frances
Johnson, Ilelen Batts, Gloria Lindsey, Ann Nelson, Gwelyne
Robinson, Hester Miller, Vera Clarke, Helen Cooke, and
dents are, seated from left, Brenda Rucker,
Linda Kendricks and Julia Payne. Standing
From left are Gloria Mullen and Evelyn
('arnes. (Withers Photo) .
Death Sentence Reversal Causes
Furor As 2 Prisoners Benefit
WASHINGTON — (NP1) —
Reversal of a death sentence
while a convicted Negro prison-
er's case was up for appeal
churned up a judicial furor and
emptied D.C. jail's death row.
It also brought a scathing 12-
page dissent from a three-man
*minority in the nine-man U.S.
111, Court of Appeals.
The mcve reduced to life im-
prisonment the sentence of WU-
liam C. Coleman. 31, convicted
June 11, 1960, of first degree
murder in the shooting of police-
man Donald J. Brereton during
liquor store robbery. Ile had
been on death row more than
five years.
The ruling also took another
convicted murderer, Willie
Jones, from death to life in pri-
son.
The dissenting group termed
the action unusual, if not rare.
Such cases are usually turned
over to a trial court judge for
further examination, the report
pointed out.
However, the majority deci-
sion held that District Judge
Joseph C. MeGarragy erred in
studying material on Coleman's
family background, education
V
ExchangeL,
I am asking you to kindly
Spublish my letter in you
r pa-
per.
I am 32 years old, 5 feet, 8
inches tall.
. Would like to correspond with
ladies in the United States.
• James Bloomfield
39 Seventh Street
Kingston 12, Jamaica
Dear Mme Chante:
I find life very lonely and
would like to hear from some
nice men between the ages of
45 and 48. I am 45 years old,
5 feet, 5 inches tall. I like to
cook and sew — attend church
regularly.
Please send photograph.
Mary I, Smith
, 4921 Maple 1st fl.
St. Louis 13, Mo.
: Tear Mme Chante:
:T have been reading your
AI column for years and now I'm
111"
it a idteei)
for
LOVERS
in need of your help because I
am very lonesome.
I am 45 years, brownskin, 5
feet. 10 inches tall, 175 lbs.
Would like to hear from wom-
en all ages . color and looks do
not mean a thing to me as long
as the lady is kind and under-
standing. She can have chil-
dren.
All letters will be answered.
James Neil
c 'o David Farmer
Box 2403 Dunes Hwy.
Michigan City, Ind.
Dear Mme Chante:
Would you please publish my
name and address in your
column.
I would like to correspond
with American girls.
I sail anxiously await re
plies.
C. M. Dixon
4 Argyle Street
Kingston, Jamaica
and prison behavior while his
sentence was being appealed.
Congress, d‘tring that period
had ruled out the mandatory
death sentence, stipulating that
cases tried before its enact-
ment must be governed by the
old last, except that a judge,
"in his sole discretion" can con-
sider mitigating circumstances
justifying life in prison. Mc-
Garragy ruled the mitigating
circumstances in Coleman's case
were not sufficient.
Judge Charles Fahy. writing
for the court majority, said
MeGarragy erred in assuming
Coleman had the burden of
proving that the sentence should
be reduced. He said the justifi-
cation for his reduced sentence
was based on a federal statute
(Title 28-2106) which permits
any appellate court to "affirm,
modify, vacate, set aside or re-
verse any judgment" of a trial
court.
Dissenting Judge Edward A.
Tamm said: "It is not within
the provlice of this court to
superimpose its judgment or
personal convictions of its in-
dividual members upon a Ills.
filet Court judge when that
judge sentences a defendant
within the legal limits of the
statute under which (he) was
convicted."
- CHOIR &PULPIT
GOWNS
All Colors and Color
Cornb;notions
Bodges for Ushors end
organisations
NUNN FURNITURE DEPT.
Pulpils, Pew,. ton". TONI
Lower, Privet Arolloblo
WRITE FOR FREE CATALOG
SPRINGER FASHION UNIFORMS
701 N It.,N.e. SS Whitehall St., S.W.
Waelellagten S. D.C. Atlanta 3. livetela
) Birch Head
Heckled At
Howard U.
• I •
WASHINGTON — Students
New Resolution
Sought In UN
For Kashmir
UNITED NATIONS — (UPI)
— The Security Council sought
to present a new resolution oi1
Kashrnir amid warnings by Sec-
retary General Thant that both
Pakistan and India are not heed-
ing cease-fire and troop with-
drawal orders.
Attempts by the Security
Council to' meet Monday and
Tuesday were scrapped at the
last minute; both times despite
continuing efforts by the major
(powers to reach agreement, in
!private consultations on the
I wording of the new resolution.
MEMORIAL SERVICES
KEENE, N.H. — (NP1) — A
series of four week-end memor-
ial services for the late Jona-
than M. Dainels, 26-year-old
Episcopalian theology student,
who was slain last August dur-
ing an Alabama civil rights
demonstration, will begin Nov-
14 at the 28-member Unitarian
parish in Florence, Ala,
The services are jointly spon-
sored by the Keene Unitarian-
Universalist church, the Flor-
ence congregation, the New
Hampshire-Vermont and Mid.
South districts, Unitarian-Uni-
versality association.
AtVir
from Howard University here
greeted Robert D. Welch with
giggles when he attempted to
carry the John Birch Society's
criticism of the civil rights
movement to the prodominant-
ly all.Negro campus.
"The 66-year-old founder of
the Birch Society spoke to a
large group of students on:
"How Insanity Is Taking Over
Our Nation." At first his coin',
ments on such topics as ill-
used foreign aid drew polite
applause.
"We are not a hate group,"'
said Welch. "Why, we don't
even hate Earl Warren — just
the evil he stands for."
But when he started talking'
about Negroes being tools of
the Communists, t h e heckling
began.
said "Some of our best mem-
bers are Negroes." There was
uncontrolled giggling,
"Don't get me wrong," he
Who was behind the riots In.
Harlem, the Los Angeles Watts'
District and the South, he ask-'
ed?
"Freedom," shouted a heck-
ler.
No. said Welch. the Com-
munists were. And eventually,
after torturing and killing Ne-
groes, the Communists will
seize control of the Negro
world, he added. Again there
were giggles.
Finally, when he tried to
criticize Negro leader Bayard
Rustin, Welch w a s nearly
drowned out by heavy ap-
plause.
When his speech was all
over, a student asked Welch
w hy he chose to talk about
civil rights to a predominantly
Negro audience.
"Because we are trying to
bring you the truth," he re-
plied.
.,
What 18th century
discovery makes
martinis drier
,
than British wit?
Crisp-cool, crackling dry
Gordon's. The glorious,
gleaming gin that's big-
gest seller in England.
p
And in America. And
in all the rest of the
martini-relishing world.
Next time you find your-
(.1 2122I2 '
1111
idil,
IGORDOM
self in possession of a few
drops of vermouth, mix
i,g
M
.
DisTiu.LD"IL.
them with Mr. Gordon's 4 Ingpmpgy
celebrated 18th century
discovery. The result
will be drier than British
wit. And possibly even
more entertaining.
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Gerd Brown. Explorers standing left to right are: Horace
Chandler, Asst. U.S. Attorney C. 0. Horton, Oliver Johnson.
' Bennie Batts, Dr. Charles Plnkston, Willie Lindsey, O'Fer-
rel Nelson, Freeman Robinson, A.D. Millier, George Clarks,
Longino Cooke and Otis Brown.
Selma Solicitor Expects
Reeb Slayers To Be Freed
SELMA, Ala. — gel; — For
what might be the first time in
judicial history, a state prose-
cutor is openly admitting in
front that he has no illusions
about winning over forces of
Southern-type justice.
Blanchard McLeod, local cir-
cuit solicitor, predicted that the
December trial of accused slay-
ers of the Rev. James J. Iteeb
will be "only a formality." Ile
hinted that the indictments,
were obtained merely to less-1
sn the effect of "had national'
publicity about Selma,"
he has a "very weak cse"
Going Into the trial, he 
a 
said S. C. Asks Katzenback
The predicted acquittal is ex.
pected to bring an increase la
the demands by civil rights
groups for a federal law to pre-
vent exclusion of Negroes front
Southern juries.
All-white juries have acquit-
ted two other accused slayers
of civil rights workers in Ala-
bama this year.
Recently in Ilayneville, Ala.,
Collie Leroy Wilkins was ac-
quitted of the slaying of Mrs..
Viola Liuzzo, civil rights work-
er from Detroit.
against the trio — William S.
Boggle, 37; Namon !toggle, 30;
'spokesman did not comment
on the case, but said the de-
partment's decision not to in-
diet the trio was not admis-
slon of inadequate evidence.
The federal arrests charged
the men wiCh violation of a
federal statute making it un-
lawful to conspire to injure per-
sons in the exercise of their
federal rights. Conviction car-
ries a penalty of 10 years im-
prisonment and a $5,000 fine.
and Elmer L. Cook, 42.
The threesome were linked
to the killing by several wit-
ness who placed them near the
scene of the beating which
caused Rev. Reeb's death last
March 9.
McLeod said the only witness
who identified the defendants
as the attackers of Rev. Reeb,
''is a white man who has been
in an asylum for eight years.' 
lie implied that the witness
medical background would un-
dermine the credibility of his
testimony.
The defendants were arrest-
ed by the FBI along with R. B.
Kelly, 30. Kelly was not indict-
ed by the grand jury.
A Justice Department
To Halt Registrars
by United Press International
South Carolina Gov. Donald
Russell asked U.S. Atty. Gen.
Nicholas Katzenbach to rescind
an order sending federal regis-
,trars into two counties of the
ISouthern state.
1 Russell said the counties —
Clarendon a n d Dorchester —
registered 551 Negroes as voters
during registration d a y last
week, showing they "are pro.
ceeding fairly and without 
discrimination."
The governor said every
qualified applicant who appear
ed was registered and "Negro
citizens verified in interviews
with the press that registration
of all citizens was being satis-
factorily handled."
Many of the Negroes regis-
tered were illiterate, it was
said.
Kaltenbach last week ordered
federal registrars into Claren-
don and Dorchester a n d
other counties in several other
-Southern states. There was no
official word on when they
would arrive.
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THE TREND SETTING OF
POPULAR FAMOUS NAME
BRAND HATS
Priced to Fit Your Budget
WITH GRACEFUL CHOOSING,
IN 100% HUMAN HAIR WIGS
AND DYNEL PONYTAILS
WE CA'Z-RY A COMPLETE SELECTION OF HANDBAGS,
COSTUME JEWELRY, HOSIERY AND GLOVES
RHEALEE HAT SHOP
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to town sporting 
a 6'8 rushing 24,000 fans that witnessed the'
average. Prior to the MSU fierce defensive confrontationstruggle Shivers chalked up AO will readily agree, that Mem-yards in 21 carries against phis State has a gritty squadBrigham Young and two touch- who aren't afraid to get indowns. there and make those togs cry.The Oakland, Calif. junior
leads the Utags in just about
every offensive department,
first in scoring, rushing, punt
and kickoff returns, total of-
fense and is the third leading
pass receiver with 10 catches
for 129 yards and two touch-
downs.
Memphis State keyed on
velous on both sides. You sins the Tigers were giving
would have to give the edge, some of the Negro players the
slight as it may be, to the hard "Jackie Robinson treatment."
hometown Tigers. top
-ranked amateur player in
the pass on the Wildcats' 34-yardhitting defensive outfit of the headed by Roy Emerson,The accusation was neither
scorer in the nation with 94:1
Roy Shivers, the leading
. denied or confirmed by any caf,D .
leave the steam dressing quar-I
the other players preparing to' eteats Morns Brown 24 To• the world. and Fred Stolle, thesecond-rated player, 
line and ran all the way in for The Jaguars lowest scoring
a touchdown. But Clayton's output came in the third period
points on 15 touchdowns, came ters. On • y. thing most of thel The team will play exhibition 
Sthoeuthpee
third missed extra point left when they were held to only
out rn witha 28 to 0 lead in 13 points, both scored by John-
son on runs of five and eight
matches in Los Angeles en Jaguar f u I 1 b a c k Robert yards respectively, and one of
route to Sydney. Several stop- Holmes chipped in with his bit two successful points after
overs were planned between the in the second period with a one-touchdown by Clayton as the
yard touchdown after Shelton'Jaguars' lead had mounted to
Dennard had recovered a fum-'55 to 0.
hie on the Wildcats' 18 yard,
line. 1 In the fourth quarter, reserve
Williams then found Maples quarterback Claude Watson
free in the end zone on the came off the bench and made
A total of 106 California natives lead. When the period was over,
end of a two-point conversion two quick touchdown passes,
to give the Jaguars a 16 to 0 both to halfback William Vinson,
for 30 yards then followed with
LOS ANGELES — (UPI) —
were on major league baseball the Jaguars held a 16 to 0 lead. one for 54 yards with the score
rosters last spring, more than Southern piled up 26 pointstwice the number from any lin the second quarter to take a
state. 
suddenly soaring to 69 to 0 after
two makes from the kicking toe
  — 
142 to 0 halftime lead, then add- by Clayton.
Shivers, and when the 9.7 speed- State. In 1954 the BTW gradu- gernaut into St. Louis' Busch Johnson came back in the ball •ster tried to get to the outside, ate set a school rec-orel with Stadium next Saturday after- 
NEW RECORD
he found himself being forced 13 touchdown throws. That noon to face Lincoln University However, Merritt left dazzling . yo Hull may not be unstoppablel
American and the Australian
cities to enable the players to
keep sharp for the challenge
round against the awesome
Australians Dec. 26-28.
By the time Utah State got
back to Logan and regained
its pride the Utags were proba-
bly willing to concur.
GATEWAY CLASSIC
Before Memphian Fred val-
entine inked a major league
baseball contract he pitched
footballs for Tennessee A & I
game in the fourth quarter andn from the Wiley 42-yard line hitto cut back where usually the mark held up until current in the first Gateway Classic. . passer Dickey in the game long . and Glen Hall may not be un-1 Nixon with a pass which carriedTigers clawed at the ebony 
A fund-raising project for enough for him to erase an 11- beatable but the Chicago Black T PIquarterback sensation, E I -. id Dickey,Ir bunches, causing• ;him to fumble three times. By es of eight and 20 yards to runi
ltis total to 15. with games a-Shivers' standards the 81 yards
he picked up on 22 carries rep-'gahist Lincoln in St. Louis Sat-
resented a bad day, bowtverjurday, Kentucky State and the'
MSU's Tom Wallace was the.traditional Thanksgiving Home.
game's top rusher with 92 on coming with Central State re-
21 attempts. maining. Dickey's perfect scor-
JACKIE ROBINSON TREAT- ing heaves led TSU to a 24-0
MENT win over Morris Brown last
A second quarter Billy Flet- Friday night in Atlanta, Ga. It
cher pass to Richard Coady was the Big Blues' sixth win
caught the USU defender miss- without a defeat.
ing on an interception attempt, The St. Louis site for the Lin- 1the play gaining 58 yards and coin-Tennessee game was St-.the touchdown that led to the cured by the HELP. charity
shutout, the first suffered by:organization sponsors. T h ethe Utags in 50 games. The,two teams once played in
win put Memphis State's rec-IMemphis in the Bluff City Clas-
ord at 4-3, giving the Tigers atisic. A win in the remaining
excellent chance to host the!games on the TSU schedule
Liberty Bowl game which was would sew up a bid for the Ti.
recently moved here. Northlgers to play in the GrantlandTexas, Wake Forest and theillice Bowl in Murfreesboro,Quantico Marines are the re- Tenn. on December 20.
P
straight win this season and ex- of the regulars late in the sec- Hull, Halltending the win skein to eight ond period and kept them safely
over two seasons, Coach John
Merritt takes his Big Blue Jug- Spur Hawks• on the sidelines.
STATISTICS
Tenn. M. Brown
First Downs 17 5
Yards Rushing 70 10
Yards Passing 183 30
Passes 10 '26 3/12
Had Intercepted 6 1
Fumbles Lost 0 3
Punting 3 9 7/23
Yards Penalized 130 70
HORIZON
By BIILLITT4
UTAIMBRIVERS CHILLED maining Memphis State 01)130-
Utah State university's foot- nents. None rates in the same
ball team, sporting a perfect league with Utah State.
record of seven wins and no In the visitors dressing room
defeats, was put through its following the game Utah State
toughest test of the season naturally couldn't accept its
when it invaded the southland first setback without feeling
for the first time to do battle somewhat letdown. However,
with hard knocking Memphis there were a sprinkling of the
State last Saturday afternoon, starters who felt M S U was
Memphis State registered a 7-0 tough but felt Arizona State and
win over the Utags in the new Idaho were better teams. "We$3.7 million, 50,160-seat Memo- just couldn't get started out
rial Stadium.
Both teams expected to score
more, and as It was, save a
miscalculation on the part of
a Utah defensive halfback, the
game could have easily ended
in a scoreless battle. The de-
fensive units were just mar-
there," beamed by 275 pound
tackle Spain Musgrove, was
typical of the Utags' postgame
comments. A rather interesting
complaint came from MacAr-
thur Lane, the USU's right
linebacker. The hard tackling
Lane indicated that on occa-
WILUS ROLLS OUT — Washington quar-
terback Charles Willis is shown above roll-
ing out with the football cocked on an op-
tion play. Barry Harris, (43) and an un-
identified Melrose teammate are in loot
Santana Putsiso.
Spain Into 
uthern Spoils Wiley
Cup Finals
BARCELONA, Spain —(UPI)
Manuel Santana is still the ack-
nowledged master of the clay
tennis court.
He defeated India's Ramana-
than Krishnan to put Spain into
the Davis Cup finals against de-
fending champion Australia.
Scores of fans poured into the
court at the match point. Krisb-;
nan's final volley had gone wide:
and, throwing his racquet away,
Santana leaped into the air, run-
ning to hug his opponent. The
fans picked up their hero and
paraded him twice around the
court.
Spain had never reached this
point in Davis cup competition.
For the past two decades, thepursuit. It was Harris wbo kicked two et- Davis Cup virtually has beentra points that gave Melrose a slim 1413 the personal property of the
victory at Washington Stadium. Field Judge Australian and United States
Bill Little observes the play with a side teams. The Aussies have won
view. 12 and the Americans seven of
...—the last 19 years.
Dickey Sets New Record As TS
By EARL S. CLANTON III 'seen in my entire coaching
ATLANTA — Undefeated and career'
the Associated Press's sixth "The kids held their poise,"
ranked small college football Merritt explained. "The officials
team in the nation. Tennessee let this ball game get out of
hand, and I don't know how
banged up we are right now.
Nursing a 13 to 0 halftime
State's eleven ripped Morris
Brown College 24 to 0 in the
Herndon Memorial Stadium last
Friday night.
h • sixth lead, Coach Merritt pulled most
ii.E.L.P., Inc. Charities, the sear.old school record. Having
Gateway Classic will be the'tied the touchdown passes
first Mid-Western Conference thrown mark of 13 last week,,
action for the Merritt men and are aerial artist tossed two
will provide a gala weekend that touchdown passes to eclipse
is crammed full with a parade,' Fred Valentine's 1954 high of
a football game, a professional. 13.
basketball game with the St..
Louis Ilawks playing the San , Capitalizing on a Wolverine
Francisco Warriors, and "An miscue, Leon Moore recovered
Evening with Sammy Davis. a fumble on Morris Brown's 30
Jr." at Kiel Auditorium, to set up the second score. Five
plays later, Leon Johnson
'WORST OFFICIATING' grabbed Dickey's eight-yard
In Atlanta the the Blue scoring pass.
opened the scoring with a 51- .'
yard touchdown march in eight' Ken Bradey recovered ,a
1
the 
plays.d r 0,Johnnien 
aRobinson20-yard 
yppeaidd 
32-yard 
tofieldset up 
goal. 
Roy 1151  e nTeneeskee sr
aerial offering from quarterbaek got the last score, racing over
Eldridge Dickey with 3:20 re- from the three ending a 72-yard
ainin in the first period drive that was kept alive by
consecutive runs of 10 and 31
"I'm glad this game is over yards by reserve quarterback
and we were very fortunate to Elijah Bossie.
Big Crowd Magicians' Coach Is
For Friday's Game Impressed By Frenchmen
Grambling AndMONTREAL — (UPI) — Rob-by
 Expected
•
have won," Coach Merritt
moaned after the game. "This SCORE BY
was just a lucky night, becauselTenn. State
it was the worst officiating I'vOlorris Brown
TITLE ON LINE rose is to retain the Prep coach, Jerry C. Johnson, finds three returning varsity men, e
LeNloyne college baskr:ball the squad's nine freshmen and
• •
• The experts do not sive the
eniards much of a chance
aga the powerful Austra-
lians w ose Davis Cup team is
Hawk stars will do the roles
until superman comes to life in
a National Hockey League uni-
form.
N.H.L. statistics reveal that
Hull is scoring at an average of
almost three points a game
while Hall is defending the Chi-
cago net at an average loss of
1.50 goals a game.
With 11 goals and six assists
In six games, Hull has a total of
17 points and a two • point
margin over Bobby Rousseau
of the Montreal Canadiens,
who ha* played eight games.
Doug Moho* of the Black
Hawks are tied for fourth place
with 11 points each.
WHIZ BIZ
QUARTERS ,
6 7 11 0 DALLAS — (DPI) — Michele
0 0 0 0 Bobadilla, 10, and her sister
Martha, 8, went into business
with the lot they got trick.or-
treating. They erected a sign
in the front yard that said,
"Candy for sale — 2 — candy's
for 1 cent — Halloween candy."
In only a few hours, they
amassed 19 cents.
The profits were to go to Lin-
is 
to jam Melrose Stadium Fri-
A capacity crowd is expect- League crown the Golden Wild. his present crop "Theyo freshmen keeping 
watchful eyes on four
• Willie 
scmob Elementary School P.T.-
cats will have to contain the 
f ll other berth-seekers. d A.
Melrose and once-tied Manas- 
well-grounded 
crew 
ai fun
,a 
damentals Parks, a 5-11 sophomore 
guard day 
Woodstok:
night to watch undefeated little junior signal caller. His 
most impressive.
brother Charles has caught five and the best of first-year 
Thomas
In-ass fight it out for the city scoring passes and flanker Cur- madedned.I've ever 
coached," he .ing. 6-5 junior center
tiss Broome four. This game 
dianapolis; Ronald Hooks, 6-2championship
On paper Slanassas is more, was postponed from early in The LeMoyne Magicians, ton High, and Calvin Todd, a'
sophomore forward from liamil-,
explosive on defense with 0 1,1 the season because of rain • •
captained by James Sandridge, 6-5 forward who came up fromWilbert 'Trigg directing blown in from remnants of Hur- a Junior, will open here Dec. the intramural ranks.the attack for the Tigers. Mel ! 1 against Lane College of Jack-
rose can counter with the ex..I • •
rican Betsy
son Tenn., followed by a Dec. along with Captain Sandridge
Other returning varsity men
Wasington closes out its sea- 3' clash with the Lehloyne Alum- citing Ricky Tate and a strong
defense, son on Thursday at home a- ni outfit. 
teFhed,acnednteFrra nf
al:Lrgtertgainst Mitchell Road. The War- Although Coach Johnson is Shelton, sharp-shooting juniorThe Golden Wildcats have
riors were- beaten in the last spending much of his time with from Douglass High.been spasmodic with their pass- two minutes by Carver lasting. The Melrose aerial . game
week, 19-14. In other gameswent to pot with William Jerni-
Lester scored twice in the lastpan, who caught three of the quarter to edge Douglass, 25-first four Melrose scoring pass-
18. Melrose beat Howard 7-0es, out of the line.up. Jernigan in a defensive dogfight. Ma-is well again and this should 
nassas won unexpectedly easijgive the Orange Mound attack 
.y
over Mitchell Road, 40-8.a bit of variety.
The Tigers' top running LEAGUE STANDINGS
threat is 190 pound fullback TEAM W L T PTS
George White. White has tal- Melrose
lied twice this season from bet- Manassas
ter than 70 yards out. Skeeter Douglass
size Melvin Barnes has kept Carver
the defense from stacking up Lester
on White. Bertrand
Wilbert Trigg has passeg foe Washington
eight touchdowns, and if Mel- Hamilton
6 0 0 12
5 0 1 11
4 2 1 9
3 4 0 6
2 4 1 5
2 5 0 4
2 5 0 4
1 5 I 3
New Subscription Order
Kindly send me the Tri-State
Defender to address below
1 0ne year $6.00 Six months $3.50
I TO
THE NEW TRI-STATE DEFENDER
I Street Address 
City
ism. N. 
 SINS 
then reward yourself
with America's most
popular whiskey.
Seagram's 7 Crown—
The Sure One.
RACISM DiSlitalS COMPANY, 110111'01H Ca, NINO( 051115/1f 86Pitoor
Lincol
Homecoming Game: 77-0
, By BENNIE THOMAS ed 13 points in the third and
MARSHALL, Texas — South. 22 in the fourth period to re
em university quarterback 'cord Cie greatest scoring binge
three himself as the Jaguars Johnson
touchdown passes then scored college. 
Willie Johnson threw three since the 1953 defeat of Wiley
passe or is first flid f hstormed over Wiley college in touchdown in the first quarterthe Wildcats' homecoming game
when he hit end Elmo Mapleslast Saturday afternoon.
with a 31-yard scoring pass with
The Jaguars rebounded after Clayton adding the point after
two straight setbacks as home- touchdown
 to go with his field
coming foes of the Wildcats In goal to give the Jaguars a 10
the last two visits there sent 0 lead.
the Wildcats reeling with the •
Before the quarter endedWileygrekt estrteasmcorsiinnt e outburst u7ros .
to
n  1a3 J 0 hn son
pulled off the perfect
trouncing IA the 1953 season, bootleg, and on a keeper reeled
Jaguar kicking' whiz John off 18 yards for a touchdown
Clayton started Southern's which was set up by a fumble
scoring with a 41-yard field goal,recovered by linebacker Pete
then freshman quarterback Joe Barnes. Clayton's try for the
Williams launched Southern's :extra point was wide and
second quarter scoring with a lSouthern ended the first quarter
nopnesn-yanrtdhern
touchdownSouthern's 
to hanging onto a 16 to 0 bulge
pass after touchdown attempt,
taoiover the Wildcats,
end Nixon for the final touch -
0 with Clayton missing out on •Johnson Passed 19 yards to
the culmination of a 57-yard  s -.
Jaguar drive which had started down of the first half to give the.I Jaguars a 42 to 0 halftimein the first quarter. lead after another two-point try
Freshman Johnny Carter in from Williams to Nixon fell in-
tercepted Wiley's Willie Price's complete.
•
to the Wiley 10-yard line. Two
up plays later, the sophomore quar-terback found back 51cLinton
By COLLIE J. NICHOLSON or another, as the opponet. loose in the zone a t with a
NEW ORLEANS, La. —(SPe- Grarnbling routed Bishop 
four 
halfback 
rd 
Mitchelliiteku  Queen 
cide 
by
sendcial) — Lincoln University of  College of Dallas, Tex., 42-6, the Jaguars into a 75 to 0 fourthJefferson City, Mo., is Gra b
ling's foe for the second annual )55t fall in the initial Sugar quarter lead.
Cup Classic.
, Southern's lead swelled to 77Sugar Cup Classic here Thanks-
Igiving Day. Like Lincoln, Grambling cur- to 0 when Williams passed to
The contest will be played at rentlY has a 4-2 record. iNixon to complete for two points.
City Park stadium, which seats
29,000.
Coach Eddie Robinson took
time out from patching thread-
bare spots in his starting line-
up to make the announcement.
Lincoln (4-2), a member of
the strong Mid-West Confer-'
ence, is a formidable opponent.
TOP COACH
The Missouri Tigers are
coached by Dwight Reed who
played varsity football with
the University of Minnesota in
1935, '36 and '37 when the
"Golden Gophers" were twice
voted national champions.
Lincoln will play teams from
Nebraska, Missouri, Arkansas,]
Illinois, Minnesota, Tennessee!
and Oklahoma this season on'
its tough 10-game schedule.
The selection of Lincoln puts
an end to rumor-mongering!
that had Morgan State, Balti-
more; Norfolk State, Norfolk,
Va.: North Carolina College,
Durham and Kentucky State
Frankfort, listed, at one time
QUINTON R. FOWLER
NOW WITH
Douthit-Carroll
—PONTIAC—
are very much interested in your buying a
new or one owner used car
If by any chance, you are thinking of pur-
chasing a car, fill in form below and mail
immediately to 
361 Joibert Ave
or call
942-2756 or 272-3451
Nome
Address _
Phone
1011 UNION AVE. 272-3451
ugar
WOOLWORTH'S
Choiee of Indian. Cowboy or Horse
PLASTIC TOY SETS
Best htty on or off the range!
Realistically molded of plastic
and artfully painted. Indian and
cowboy stand approximately
111/2" high. Both turn, swivel
and bend thanks to movable
joints. Each with wide assort-
ment of accessories. Palomino
huff colored horse is 143/4"
long. 1 las saddle gear.
WO01.1140f1 Tt•
M1_
9
each
YOUR MONEY'S WORTH MORE At
WOOLWORTH'S
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EARN NEW DEGREES—Three Tennessee
State university faculty members recently
received their doctoral degrees bringing to
more than 70 the number holding earned
doctoral degrees at the Nashville Institu-
tion. Seated from left are Dr. Audrey E.
Lewis, Chicago; Dr. Mabel B. Anderson,
Birmingham, and standing, Dr. Andrew
B. Bond, Brownsville, Tenn. Dr. Lewis'
a`.
Ph.D. was earned in health and physical
education at George Peabody college and
was conferred in August. Dr. Anderson's
Ed.!). was earned at Pennsylvania State
college in child development and family re-
lations in June. Dr. Bond's Ph.D. is in
biochemistry, and he received it from the
University of Minnesota in July. (Joe Zinn
Photo) ty,uuy—
• Cassius, Floyd Step Up
Training For Title Bout
By ALEX KAHN
LAS VEGAS, Nev. — (UPI)
— Heavyweight title challenger
Floyd Patterson startled a ca-
pacity crowd at his training
headquarters when he was
dropped by sparring partner
Mel Turnbow, but the former
champion was unruffled by the
knockdown.
Patterson and champion Cas-
sius Clay went through lengthy
workouts in preparation for
their bout here Nov. 22, and
both proclaimed their fitness.
Turnbow. a rugged heavy-
weight from Cincinnati who re-
sembles Clay in build, in addi-
tion to dropping Patterson on
his back in the third round,
sent the ex-champion down to
one knee in the first round.
"The first time was just a
slip," Patterson said after-
wards. "The second time he
just caught me off balance.
I'm glad it happened today in-
stead of in the fight.
-It's one of those things that
happens in training once every
two or three years during
which a fighter meets perhaps
50 men. One gets a punch ov-
er."
While Patterson punched
hard in the five rounds he
worked, Clay stayed with his
training strategy of bobbing,
ducking and weaving while his
sparring partners tried to hit
him.
The champion boxed nine
rounds and manager Angelo
Dundee said Clay now has box
ed 115 rounds since he started
his training in Miami for the
Patterson bout.
Patterson. working out on the
stage at the Thunderbird Ho-
tel, first sparred one round
with Wendell Newton, who al-
so was several inches taller
than the challenger, lie also
boxed a round with Floyd Ry-
an. Turnbow came out of a
flurry of punching with a right
to Patterson's body that sent
the ex-champion to one knee
for just an instant.
In the third round, however,
Turnbow landed a left
-right
combination that bounced Pat-
terson down on his back. But
he came to his feet instantly,
as a buzz of surprise _echoed
from the crowd.
Satisfied with his condition,
Patterson said he would hold
no more public workouts until
S next Saturday to keep hisweight up. lie explained he
felt sharp now but expected to
be sharp and strong on the day
of the fight.
Clay worked out at the Star-
dust Hotel, also on the stage,
0
iHAMal).
ORGAN STUD,
MUNI OM IS,
ORGANS • PIANOS
SALES • SERVICE•RENTALS
Phone
082-4637
482 S. Perkins Ext.
and boxed three rounds each
with Jimmy Ellis, his brother
Rudy, and Cody Jones. Rudy
and Jones both landed a few
hard punches, but did not dis-
turb the champion
"I'm working as hard as I've
ever worked," Clay said.
"Something tells me this fight
is not going to be too easy.
When it seems too easy, that's
when its tough."
ALL-AMERICAN CANDIDATE — Roy Shivers was held to
81 yards last Saturday as Memphis State d,efeated Utah
State 7-0 in Memorial Stadium. Shivers leads the nation in
scoring with 90 points and had a 6.8 yards per carry rush-
ing average before the game with MSU. The Utah State
speedster is just a junior, and does the 100 in 9.7 while
packing 197 pounds with catlike agillity.
The aceent in on youlli for Irannr Froth ihe Hannah Troy collection. 1i
Pathina 1 ale 1005 with chriotisa iii• white two-pleoe eorkiall etwientble hale
dir'n camel Ana bine wool plaid two. taring the rape coal in thaws III
plee0 toll with the twit pleated front Phony i'S.Nhlon Vale. The A-1160 &WIN
Inlineer In the okirt. Tiw nnttating it *Rally enhanced w Ith a jeweled
fedora hat ,,a., made and deelyned in i broach.
1965 EBON.1' FASHION FAIR
THE 1945 EBONY FASHION FAIR, sponsored by the Mem•
phis Alumnae chapter of Delta Sigma Theta Sorority to he
presented at the Municipal Auditorium Music Hall on Nov.
17, 1905. The traveling fashion show is sponsored by Ebony.
Negro.orlented publication for charitable purposes in
some 61 cities this year. Mrs. Ernestine Cunningham, 1678
Riverside Blvd., chairman.
Big deal
When the flavor of a single cola isn't with a bang.Try some. Well give you a
enough ... make it a double. Double coupon worth 10c` to get you started.
Cola. The delicious flavor comes on The flavor is big. That calls for a drink.
Cut along dotted line 
OFF
on DOUBLE COLA
This coupon worth 1(K on
To Grocer: You are authorised to act
as our agent for the redemption of
this coupon. We will reimburse you
Mt plus 20 for handling if it has been
used in accordance with our customer
offer. Invoice proving purchase
of sufficient stock to cover cou-
any carton of Double-Cola
puns presented for redemption must
be shown on request. Coupon is void
if taxed, prohibited, or otherwise re-
stricted by law. Customer pays any
sales tax. Cash value l/20. Grocers
mail coupon to: THE DOUBLE-COLA
• COMPANY, MEMPHIS, TENNESSEE.
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GO! GO!
CONTINENTAL
IN YOUR
FASHION
WARDROBE
Fall in for the Social Set, see
Mr. Thomas Craig for your
After Six Formals, rentals or
baying. Waal blend or 100:
weal or mohair in the latest
continental style. Now is the
time to sit up your Christmas
wardrobe. Get ready for party-
ing and get right for your
Christmas wardrobe. Also see
me for your tailored suits and
slack suits. W. just received
a now batch of mederials in
iridescents, shadow stripes
of all colors.
Mr. Thews. Craig
Charge Account
LANSKY BROS. MEN'S SHOP
Comer Beal* & Second Streets P. 525.5401
GENERAL
HOME SERVICE
a 
1111.J•1010.110.1111.
FACTORY
AUTHORIZED
SERVICE
DON'T PAY ONE CENT
UNTIL FEBRUARY 15, 1966
Floor Models Reduced
$100°'
UP TO 36 MONTHS TO PAY
NO MONEY DOWN
1264 GETWELL I Open Nifes "ril 9 I 4556 SUMMER
Phone FA 3-117112 BIG LOCATIONS Phone MU 2-4611
Buy U.S. Bonds
Letter To Editor
Dear EDITOR:
Throughout the years the Ne-
groes and whites in Memphis
have had many disputes in re-
gard to both political and so-
cial affairs. They have lived'
and worked on a segregated
basis, but these times are now
in the past, and a new era has
begun with the CAP—The Com-
munity Action Program.
Where there is' discrimina-
tion, there is segregation, and
where there is segregation there
is desperation. What is it that
we need and don't have? It is
Unity among races is the an-
swer to America's cry for un-
derstanding. The future lies
ahead, but what the future will
be is yet untold by the people
of the present.
This program will not only
provide for a certain group or
race, but for everyone in the
community. It will raise the
standard of living, make more
useful citizens and increase pro-
gress.
This program is financed 90
per cent by the Federal govern-
ment, and now what this pro-
gram needs is 100 per cent co-
operation by the American peo-
ple.
When 1 speak about segrega-
tion and unity, I sin not refer-'
ring to one r a c e, but to all
races. Segregation and disunity
can exist within one race or
group in itself, but what I am
pointing out to you is the im-
portance of disbanding segrega-
tion and disunity within each
race, as well as among all
races.
The future does not ask who
your ancestors were or where
your birthplace was, but what
you have to contribute to the
welfare of your community and
country.
I hope that when this pro-
gram is put into full operation
that each of us will realize that
our cooperation and effort will
not only affect us at the pre-
sent, but also our children and
country in the future.
0. D. Dotson
Vice President, 14th Ward
Civic Club
1089 Beach Street
Memphis, Tennessee
0
for
the
elegant
touch at
windows...
iscallopedand
fringed
shades
The ~ivy
to drools up
your 'dreams.
eis Imes $535
Up To 36" Wide, 6' Long
LONG EASY TERMS
To Solt ` Nor
BUDGET
SAYE MONEY
OPEN A
CHARGE
ACCOUNT
CUSTOM
TAILORED
Draperies
Tailored to your own
specifications. Shop at
some. Samples will bie
brought to your home at
your convenience. Qual-
ity fabrics. Low price.
Easy terms. Quality tai-
loring.
SATE MONEY. GET OUR
ESTIMATE MORE
YOU BUY,
CUSTOM TAILORED
SLIP COVERS
WILLIAMS
I el mi'L'A 
SHACIE &AWNING CO
216 S. Pauline Tel. 276-4431
Volunteers
Aiding In
Clean-Up
The City Beautiful Commis-
sin's "Concentrated Area Proj-
ect," which began recently, is
off to an impressive start with
ten volunteers helping residents
of a specific neighborhood in a
thorough clean-up and beautifi-
cation project.
Weeds are being cut, debris
and junk are being collected for
quick pickup service by the
Public Works Department.
The volunteers talk with resi-
dents and help with plans for
neighborhood participation in
cooperation with city govern-
ment.
To insure continued interest
and support, the volunteers help
in the organization of a neigh-
borhood improvement club;
block captains are selected and
given, official status by Public
Works Commissioner, Pete Sis-
son,
The City Beautiful Commis-
sion will start additional proj-
ects as soon as this one is com-
pleted. Volunteers are still be-
ing recruited and will be trained
and supervised by the City
Beautiful Commission. Further
information may be obtained
by calling 525-0519.
Mrs. Anne W. Shafer, chair-
man of the City Beautiful Com-
mission, stated, "We are very
pleased with progress to date
and we are going to give jonquil
bulbs to each resident around
the entire block as the clean-up
is completed. The color of these
flowers will be encouraging to
all of us."
VOLUNTEERS INSPECT—Volunteers, Mrs.
Geraldine Blankenship (left), 1944 Glory
Circle, and Mrs. Joyce Jeffries, 1900 Hearst
Avenue, are shown inspecting and making
lists of things to be done in the City Beauti-
ful Commission "Concentrated Area Pro-
ject," which began recently.
lassified Ads • •
Help Wanted HOME FOR SALE HOME FOR SALE
MAKE MONEY AT HOME
Caah paid for information leading to
the sale of furniture of appliance.. For
details. Can 275-0435.
PRINTERS WANTED
(Male and Female)
Linotype operators, proof-
readers and floormen. Only ex-
perienced personnel should ap-
ply. Witte, Personnel Dept. c-o
Chicago Defender, 2400 S.
Micbigan Ave., Chicago ,;0016,
Illinois.
TOOTHACHE AN UNTAPPEDDon't suffer agony. In seconds get relief
that lasts with ORA-JEL. Speed-release
formula puts it to work in-
stiffly to stop throbbing 61004
toothache pain, SO Safe doc- AY (t)
I tors recommend it for
feethingora-jael!
CAN YOU USE
MORE CASH?
CITY FINANCE
111111 CONVENIENT
AI LOCATIONS
wolFRI FOIKS tins r09
Off PROIIHNIIAL
Mgr ire
CHIP BARWICK CHEVROLET
WHERE RED HOT DEALS-SAVE YOU COLD CASH
740 UNION AVENUE
527-2664
REPOS. NAOS StlfrA BALANCE
BALANCE NOTES
1964 Nova 
 1195 6116
1960 Chevrolet 795 43"
1959 Chevrolet 5986' 2592
1962 Rambler 
 49183 2501
1959 Plymouth 4458' 3216
1960 Chevrolet 79859
1955 Chev. Imp. Coupe 
1959 Chevrolet 
1959 Buick H-Top 
109346
59683 
89361 
3899
4639
38"
44"
WE HAVE 10 COURTEOUS SALESMEN
WAITING TO 
SERVEYOUP!
CALL OR COME BY TODAY 
.AAAAA/AVAA/AVAVAAWAVA\A rA rA/At rA AAA/AA/AAA lArAAAAAAAAA rAt rAt
A
AUTOMOBILE
LIABILITY
COLLISION
Hard to Place
for Driver
Who Lost Their
License
Low Rate for
Under Age
Driver's
SR 22 Filing
MONTHLY
TERMS
SOMERVILLE
INSURANCE:
AGENCY
OPEN NIGHTS
948-5785
257 SOUTH
PARKWAY W.
SOURCE OF
REVENUE
FOR YOU
Salesmen and saleswomm
wanted to sell retail advertis-
ing in the Memphis market.
We pay 25 per cent and 30
per cent contract commission
on the dollar.
THE TRI-STATE DEFENDER
236 South Wellington Street
Memphis, Tem.
PART TIME MAID
Call After 5:3e P.M.
314, 275 9676
Light assembly wurk to do at
home. Crestline Co. 68 421 Com-
mercial. Cathedral City Calif.
WOMEN OP CHARACTER
Guaranteed income, educated. refined,
25 to 60. Experienced in teaching,
club, church or community work. Not
employed, unencumbered, the type that
does not usually answer advertise-
ments but desires interesting. full-time
position rendering services of natural
importance and being wall paid for
same,.
Write to: TNT-STATE DEFENDER
BOX 311
blamable, Tenn.
BEAUTIFUL
2 ACRE LOT
LOCATED ON HWY. 64, 3 MILE8
FROM LAKELAND. $1,600.50 CASH
OR CAN ARRANGE TERMS. TO BEE
CALL —
BERNICE STONE
386-3738
LUCILLE SERE
REALTY COMPANY
1247 N. Evergreen
Member Amer. Real Estate Ann.
-Business Services
WANT TO BUY 
— OLD SIGNS,
poster., used before 1910 advertising
cigarette., medicine,, soft drinks, etc.,
anything from old stores Including
fixtuns. What do you have in yourI back storeroom/ Call MU 3-4684.
IF YOU ARE LOOKING —FOR A
crackerjack salesman to reach the
Negro market — Dial our want ad
department.
526-8397
Our readers are waiting to buy soul
products — Let Tri-State Defender
deliver your advertising message —
We reach • masa market
CHRISTMAS IS
GIVING TIME
Avon Cosmetics appeal to every mem-
ber of the family. Show thew QUAL-
ITY PRODUCTS and cash in on thisgreat demand. Call Mrs. South. —
272-2042
For Sale Misc.
SPECIAL
stwv•Enny noon slromm
129 Beale.
Ribles. sheet mode. histories. English.
fiction, and all kind. of new and
used book..
RUMMAGE SALE. SETH SHOLOM
Synagogue, 482 S. Mendenhall Rd.
Wedneeday. Thursday, and Friday,
Sept. 22, 23. 24, Open 10 A.M. to 6
P.Nt. Clothing, materials, draperies,
boueserarek furniture and toys.
Finest Quality, Name Prand, Euro-
pean Wigs, NO MONEY DOWN smatl
monthly payment.
BOUMAN WIG GALLERY 527-9511
Shelbourne Rids. 141 N. Monasea.
Bathtub for thle. Call-
275-3972
DISTRIBUTOR
WAN'ELD
16 CHURCH PEWS, 12 Fr. LONG.
$10 per pew. 397-1201
RMAI,L UPRIGHT NAND
Extra rd., wilt deliver. $100. 278-2154
N. competition.v1anst Special Servicesnew accounts in exclusive territory.
Investment secured by fast moving In-
ventory of amazing plastic coatiag
used on all types of surfaces, interior
or exterior. Eliminates waxing when
applied to any type of floor, Eliminates
all painting when applied to wood,
metal or concrete surfaces.
Minimum Investment — $500
Maximum loved ent — $12,000
For details write or call:
Phone 314 AX 1-1500
IPErst,I.IIN PLASTICS CORP.
2411 North Lindbergh Blvd.
St, Ann. Missouri 63074
3 ealesmen wanted at' E & L Sales
Company 306 South Main Street
$100 a week guarantee. Call Mr. Le-
roy Tatum at 525-3795.
Progressive
A.B.C. Newspaper
In Florida
Needs: All-around, non-union printer
Immediately: experienced advertising.
circulation and editorial people. photog-
rapher; willing to work and cooperate
for progress. Attractive Warts., draws,
commissions. fringe benefits. etc. Send
complete resume and references to.
Publisher, The Photo News, P. 0.
Box 1583, \Seat Palm Beach, Florida
33402,
Maids. Guaranteed Good New York
Live-In Jobs. $35 - $55 weekly fare
advanced. Harold Employment Agency.
Dept. 658. Lynbrook. New York.
APTS. FOR RENT
2 LARGE 3-1100M & BATH APT—S:
for rent. 1029 and 1031 Ethelyn.
Phone 321-7898
For Sale Misc.
One citiphone C R Radio, 23 Channel.
New, Mobile Antenna and Base An-
tenna. Everything needed for Mobile
and Base Operation $200. 683-1605.
Between S a.m. and 3 p.m.
Store For Sale
SPECIAL
MAVRERRY ShiM STORE
129 Real
Bibles, Sheet Music. Htetories. Eng-
hob. Fiction, and all kinds of new
and used books.
HOME FOR SALE
sok AND COMPARE
Lovely Fieldstone. nr. Pine Hill School.
8375 down Ind. all. Notes $65. No
qualifying. Neva Bostick. 357-5621.
mints. Mary Myer. Realty. 357-0361
HOMES FOR SALE
Longriew His. thIallvisteo ,Prepping
renter", wheals. rarlieeo, nearly eta.
loped,
1751 PRESTON ST.
350.00 down. notes *Pero.. 65.00 Per
month. 2 bedroom. with nice yard
Voront. Immediate possession. Ruby
Beard • 396-1665. Sere Realty
274-5809
(1.). Rill Special, or can he bought .11
convential. Clean 2 bedroom brie',
Leaving lots of extr•• with house.
929 Decittour St near all North Item.
phis plants, carlines & school nearing.
Ruby Reard — 396-1685. Lucille Sere
Realty. 274-5809
Equity Sale
Need painting - 350 tin down Rs Mrs
up note, — 65 00 Per month — 3
bedrooms.
RI 131 utARn 396-184111
lAwilts Sere Medals 3744809
PEST
EXTERMINATING CO.
TERMITES-ROACHES
WATER BUGS-RATS
Licensed and Bonded
cALL us BEFORE YOU ARIr
EMBARRASSED
"WE KILL TO LIVE"
CALL
0.Z. EVERS
FOR FREE ESTIMATES
PH. FA 7-6033
Wigs 1000$, Human Orie .tal Hair
Handmade. Value at $180, our Price
$90. Machine made, value at $90 Low
as $43. Cash and Layway plan. Agent
Wanted. Iludson Barbee Import & Ex-
awl. 3108 Horn Lake ltd.. Memphic
Tann, Ph. 398-1068.
LONGVIEW HEIGHTS
820 E. MALLORY -- Lovely 6 Roora
Brick. 25 Ft. Living•Dining Rol., New
Roof & Water Heater. Enclosed Car-port. Drape., Stove, Automatic With-
er, 2 Air Conditioners.
695 FRANK CR.—? ROOM BRICK.Living Rm.. 18 It. Dining Room,
Kitchen, Sep. Breakfast Room, 3 Bed-
room., 2 Bathe. Carport, 1/4 blk.School, Pecan & Fruit Trees,
731 E. Dovant -- NICE 7 RM. POMPC
with 2 baths. LR. DR. Kit., 2 BR.bath. Also has aportment of 2 rrom•& bath with repel-ate entrance. A goodBuy. Only $10,500.00
2102 LARAMIE — 6 ROOM FIELD.SToNE. Ploetered. wrw carpeting, V•O
nettan RlInde Air conditioner inch.:
ed Owner will Pop $275.00 ofilig cost. Or buy rearionable eon,.
and assume 4,  G. I. Loon.
F. L. SNELLINGS 386-37118
LUCILLE SERE REALTY COMPANY1217 N. Evergreen 274-51,09Mem. American Real Estate Assn.
OPEN SUNDAY
2:30 TO 5:30
(SHOWN ANYTIME BY APPOINT.
RENT)
727 E. DAVANT
CUSTOM BUILT
BRICK HOME ONLY 8 YEARS OLD.
LARGE LIVING ROOM, DINING
ROOM, LARGE EAT-IN KITCHEN,
NATURAL WOOD CABINETS. 3
BEDROOMS, 2 WITH LARGE
WALK-1N CLOSETS, 1 iy BATHS,
ATTIC FAN, 2 AIR CONDO.. COM-
PLETELY REDECORATED SEE
THIS IF YOU 
.APPRECIATE AND
WANT A LOVELY HOME.
695 FRANK CL.
LOVELY BRIGK
LARGE LIVING ROOM. 18 FT. DIN-
I N ROOM. KITCHEN. SEP.
BREAKFAST ROOM, 3 BEDROOMS, 2
CER TII.E BATHS. cARPORT, CY-
CLONE FENCED. PECAN & FRUIT
TREES.
820 E. MALLORY
3 BEDROOMS,
BRICK, 25 FT. LIVING-DINING
ROOM COMB.. KITCHEN INCLUDES
STOVE & AUTO. WASHER, BUILT-
IN CARPORT. LOVELY FENCED
YARD.
849 E. GAGE
A REAL SURPRISE!
LARGE LIVING ROOM, EXTRA
LARGE EAT-1N KITCHEN WITH
BUILT - IN OVEN. ELECTRIC
STOVE, VENTAHOOD 2 LARGE
BEDROOMS, LG. CLOSETS 25 TT.
PANELED DEN, BUILT-IN CAR-
PORT WITH LARGE STORAGE
ROOM. PAINTED REDWOOD SID-
ING. SEE THIS . . . YOU'LL BUY,$10,775.
731 E. DAVANT
7 ROOMS WITH
2 BATHS. LOVELY YARD & FLOW-
ERS LB.. DR.. KIT., 2 BR & BATH.
ALSO 2 ROOM & BATH APART-
MENT. WITH SEPARATE EN-
TRANCE.
TO SEE ANYTIME
JUST CALL
F. L. SNELLINGS
386-3738
LUCILLE SERE
REALTY COMPANY
1217 Evergreen 271-5809
Member Amer Rent Emote Alen.
Send Si
FIRST PRINTING
P 0 E M Wiitten While JFK I,ay In State.
Suitable For Framing.
P.O. Box 2205, Memphis
lATHAN'S
LOAN FFICE
BARGAINS IN UNREDEEMED PLEDGES
SUITS • O'COATS • SHOT GUNS • LUGGAGE
AND MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS.
MONEY LOANED
ON ALL ARTICLES OF VALUE
176 II 178 REAL STREET JA 6-5300
EPSTEIN LOAN OFFICE
161464-166 BEALE ST.
MONEY TO LOAN
ON ANY ARTICLE OF VALUE
NO LOAN TOO LARGE
NO LOAN TOO SMAI,L
Unredeemed Pledges On Sale
ALL LOANS CONFIDENTIAL JA 6-14.50
Buy U.S. Bonds
•
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